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ABSTRACT
Organs are primarily formed from epithelia, polarized sheets of cells with an
apical surface facing a lumen and basal surface resting on the underlying
extracellular matrix. Cells within a sheet are joined by junctions, and changes in
cell shape and size drive epithelial bending and folding during morphogenesis.
These shape changes include constriction and expansion of the cell surfaces,
elongation or shortening of the apical-basal length, or cell spreading. In this
thesis, I present the first description of basal constriction, a process by which
cells narrow on their basal surfaces to bend the neuroepithelium. Specifically, I
describe morphogenesis of a major conserved bend in the vertebrate neural tube,
the midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction (MHBC). The MHBC forms
between 17 and 24 hours post fertilization in zebrafish, concomitant with, but
independent of ventricle inflation. Cells shorten to 75% the length of the
surrounding cells prior to basal constriction, during which a band of 3-4 cells
becomes wedge-shaped. Subsequently, these cells apically expand by twice the
width of the surrounding cells. Basal constriction is laminin-dependent, with
actin enriched at the basolateral surface of the constricted cells. Wnt5 is highly
expressed specifically at the MHBC prior to and during basal constriction and is
required for this process. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is activated by
phosphorylation at the MHBC and is required for basal constriction. FAK
activation at the MHBC is dependent upon Wnt5 function. Loss of basal
constriction in Wnt5 and FAK loss-of-function embryos can be rescued by
inhibiting Gsk3p. These data suggest a novel pathway in which Wnt5 activates
FAK in conjunction with the inhibition of Gsk3P to drive basal constriction at the
MHBC. This study is the first to describe basal constriction during epithelial
morphogenesis and provides mechanistic insights into a newly described cell
shape change required for normal brain development.
Thesis Supervisor: Hazel L. Sive
Title: Member, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research
Professor of Biology, MIT
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Introduction:
Cellular mechanisms of epithelial morphogenesis
CONTRIBUTIONS
This chapter and its figures were drafted solely by me.
ABSTRACT
Epithelial morphogenesis is a pivotal process by which the developing embryonic body
plan and forming organs are shaped. Changes in cell shape and length that bend
epithelia include cell shortening, elongation, and cell spreading or flattening. In addition,
cells can undergo apical and basal constriction, which bend a cell sheet in opposite
directions. I describe the epithelial organization upon which these cell shape and length
changes depend and discuss the mechanisms driving these changes. I then discuss
possible mechanisms by which epithelial cell shortening and elongation could be
regulated, in the context of cuboidal or columnar epithelia and during cell spreading.
Apical constriction is well-established, and I review the current state of the field. Basal
constriction is little-studied, but my analysis of embryos suggests that this is a
widespread mechanism of cell sheet bending. Identification of basal constriction and
mechanisms underlying this process form the basis of this thesis.
INTRODUCTION
During animal development, epithelial tissue is shaped by bending, folding,
elongation and growth to form the organs that compose the embryo. An epithelium is
defined as a tissue composed of linked cells of three basic types: squamous, cuboidal, or
columnar. The basic structure and development of the epithelium are highly conserved
across species and tissues. Cells within epithelia can change shape to become apically or
basally constricted, which bends the cell sheet. Here, I address the cell shape and length
changes that drive epithelial morphogenesis during development with particular
emphasis on gastrulation (formation of the germ layers in the embryo) and
organogenesis.
Organization of epithelia
The hallmark of an epithelium is its apical and basal polarity (Bryant and Mostov,
2008). The apical surface faces the outside of the embryo or the lumen of an organ, as in
the lung, stomach, and brain. The basal surface is bound to an underlying stabilizing
substrate, the extracellular matrix, which connects the epithelia to other tissues (Schock
and Perrimon, 2002). The cell membrane composing the apical and basal domains of
each cell differ in function, types of proteins localized or bound to them, and in lipid
composition (Schuck and Simons, 2004; van Meer and Simons, 1988). The lateral
domains of neighboring cells are joined via junctions, highly regulated protein complexes
that link the cells within the epithelia through the interaction of membrane-bound
proteins at the cell surface (Schock and Perrimon, 2002). Each type of lateral junction
has distinct functions. Apico-lateral junctions include tight junctions, adherens
junctions, and gap junctions (Giepmans and van Ijzendoorn, 2009). Adherens junctions
link the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons of neighboring cells and function as a
membrane barrier, separating the apical and basal membrane domains by preventing
movement of membrane-bound proteins between the domains (Perez-Moreno et al.,
2003). Tight and gap junctions serve opposite purposes, respectively preventing and
allowing diffusion of molecules between cells (Giepmans and van Ijzendoorn, 2009).
Tight junctions are additionally responsible for preventing movement of domain-specific
lipids between apical and basolateral domains (van Meer and Simons, 1988). In the
basolateral membrane, desmosomes connect neighboring cells through binding with
intermediate filaments (Giepmans and van Ijzendoorn, 2009). At the basal cell surface,
integral membrane proteins, often within focal adhesions, bind the membrane to the
underlying extracellular matrix, a complex network of proteoglycans necessary for
structural integrity and signaling (Hynes, 2009; Parsons, 2003) (Fig. 1).
Cell shape changes within epithelia
Cells within epithelia are constrained by their neighbors. This allows local
changes in shape of even a few cells to drive the formation of bends and folds in regions
of the tissue as a whole (Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). Changes in cell shape may be in width at
either or both poles or in length. In a cuboidal or columnar epithelium, constriction of
cell width at one pole will form either a conical or wedge-shaped cell. If the force of the
constriction is circumferential, then the cell forms a cone, like the tip of a pencil (Fig. 2A
to B). This often occurs in conjunction with cell elongation (Lee and Harland, 2007;
Sawyer et al., 2010) (Fig. 2A to D to B). If the force of the constriction is lateral instead of
circumferential, the cell will form a wedge with flat sides that meet at an edge like a piece
of pie (Fig. 2A to C). This has been shown to occur in conjunction with cell shortening
(Gutzman et al., 2008) (Fig. 2A to E to C). Changes in cell length, sometimes referred to
as cell height, describe an elongation or shortening of the distance between the apical
and basal cell surfaces (Fristrom, 1988) (Fig. 2A to D, A to E). Cell elongation can also
describe lateral cell extension, in which both the apical and basal surfaces
simultaneously expand, as occurs during flattening or spreading (Solnica-Krezel, 2006)
(Fig. 2A to F)
Conventionally, it is assumed that there is minimal change in cell volume with
changes of cell shape or length. This was analyzed explicitly in the fiber cells of the adult
vertebrate lens where it was determined that cell length increased significantly more
than the cell volume (15-fold versus 4-fold) (Bassnett, 2005). Where it has been analyzed
during development, this has been corroborated. For example, during transition from
cuboidal to columnar epithelia, there was no observed change in cell volume in the
developing wing imaginal disc in Drosophila (Widmann and Dahmann, 2009).
Therefore, the discussion here will focus on mechanisms of cell shape and length
changes independent of cell volume.
Together, these cell shape changes drive the epithelial morphogenesis required
for organogenesis and shaping the body plan in developing embryos.
CELL LENGTH CHANGE
Cell elongation and cell shortening are often coupled with apical and basal
constrictions during morphogenesis of cuboidal or columnar epithelia, but are also
required for cell spreading during embryonic epiboly, or the extension of the enveloping
layer over the yolk during gastrulation early in development (Lee et al., 2007; Pilot and
Lecuit, 2005; Solnica-Krezel, 2006). Apical constriction is most often paired with cell
elongation, whereas cell shortening has been associated with basal constriction. For
example, cells nearly double in length concomitant with apical constriction during neural
tube closure in Xenopus (Lee et al., 2007). Cell elongation paired with apical constriction
has also been described in bottle cells during Xenopus gastrulation (Lee and Harland,
2007) and wing imaginal disc development in Drosophila (Schlichting and Dahmann,
2008; Widmann and Dahmann, 2009). Both cell elongation and shortening are
necessary for cell intercalation and deep cell rearrangements in Xenopus gastrulation
(Keller, 1980), and cell elongation drives sheet spreading during both Drosophila dorsal
closure and zebrafish epiboly (Koppen et al., 2006).
Cell length changes have long been associated with microtubules, and this
appears to be tightly related to their organization in these cells (Burnside, 1971; Byers
and Porter, 1964; Chisholm and Hardin, 2005; Karfunkel, 1972; Piatigorsky et al., 1973;
Solnica-Krezel, 2005). In mesenchymal cells, polarized microtubules are organized in
radial arrays, anchored by their minus-ends at the centrosome or microtubule organizing
center (MTOC) near the nucleus with their plus-ends extending to the cell cortex
(Bartolini and Gundersen, 2006). In epithelial cells, microtubules become organized in
non-centrosomal arrays with their minus ends anchored at the apical surface and their
plus-ends anchored at the basal cell surface (Bellett et al., 2009; Reilein and Nelson,
2005; Reilein et al., 2005). Microtubules are nucleated from their minus-ends and grow
from their plus-ends; microtubule shrinking is termed catastrophe and occurs from the
plus-end at random (Wade, 2009). As epithelial cells become polarized, the plus-ends
are captured by dynein and stabilized by Ebi and APC at the cell cortex to form both
non-centrosomal microtubule networks at the cortex as well as parallel apical-basal
arrays running the length of the cell (Bartolini and Gundersen, 2006; Bellett et al., 2009;
Byers and Porter, 1964; Lee and Harland, 2007; Reilein and Nelson, 2005; Shaw et al.,
2007; Wen et al., 2004). Dynein and kinesin are force-generating microtubule-
associated motors (Hirokawa et al., 2009; Kardon and Vale, 2009). In the case of cell
elongation in the lens of the sunfish, sliding of parallel microtubule arrays mediated by
dynein results in rapid cell elongation (Dearry and Burnside, 1986; Troutt and Burnside,
1988). Kinesin has been shown to mediate microtubule sliding with enough force to
deform membranes (Jolly et al., 2010). Together, these data suggest a possible model of
cell length change in which apico-basally oriented microtubules are captured and
stabilized at the cell cortex by plus-end-binding proteins. Once captured, the apical and
basal cell surfaces are either pushed away or pulled toward each other by the force
generated by dynein- or kinesin-mediated sliding. Alternatively, or in conjunction with
this process, the cortical network could function to reshape the membrane and remodel
the junctions to accommodate the change in cell length (Bellett et al., 2009).
The actomyosin cytoskeleton is also required for cell length changes. Cell
flattening or spreading drives large-scale epithelial sheet migrations such as during
zebrafish epiboly and Drosophila dorsal closure (Koppen et al., 2006; Pope and Harris,
2008). Both of these processes require accumulation of actin and non-muscle myosin at
the leading edge of the advancing sheet to drive elongation of cells necessary to extend
the sheet (Koppen et al., 2006; Pope and Harris, 2008; Solnica-Krezel, 2005). In the
case of amnioserosa, one set of cells remodeled during Drosophila dorsal closure,
columnar epithelial cells flatten to form a squamous epithelium. This process requires
microtubule rotation driven by the actin cytoskeleton as myosin helps remodel the cell-
cell junctions (Pope and Harris, 2008). Similarly, C. elegans epidermal elongation along
the anterior-posterior axis requires Rho-mediated actomyosin contraction (Chisholm
and Hardin, 2005). Rho signaling upstream of the myosin regulatory light chain is also
required for cell flattening in Drosophila wing disc epithelia (Widmann and Dahmann,
2009).
Cell intercalation is the process by which cells in apposing sheets extend
membrane protrusions between cells in the other sheet. Cell elongation and movement
into the sheet forms a new, longer epithelium (Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). This process is
termed convergent extension (Keller, 2002). Myosin regulation of the actin cytoskeleton
appears to be a conserved driver of this process as it is required for both vertebrate and
Drosophila gastrulation as well as neurulation and neural tube elongation (Nikolaidou
and Barrett, 2004; Rolo et al., 2009).
Signaling in cell length change
The upstream regulation of cell length change varies significantly between
developmental systems. Hedgehog (Hh) and Decapentaplegic (Dpp) drive cell shortening
in both the wing and eye imaginal discs in Drosophila (Schlichting and Dahmann,
2008). This signaling was shown to be upstream of myosin during ingression in the eye
imaginal disc (Escudero et al., 2007). In Xenopus, the transcription factor, Pitxi,
regulates Shroom3 in the developing gut (Chung et al., 2010). Shroom3, in turn, is
required for cell elongation during neural tube closure (Lee et al., 2007). Shroom3
expression during mouse lens placode invagination is dependent on Pax6, a known
downstream component of Wnt signaling (Kim et al., 2001; Osumi et al., 1997; Plageman
et al., 2010). This suggests a pathway in which early, localized expression of Pitxi
regulates Wnt-dependent Shroom3 to drive cell shortening. The planar cell polarity
branch of Wnt signaling regulates convergent extension in Xenopus, zebrafish, mice,
Drosophila, and ascidians, to name a few (Qian et al., 2007; Torban et al., 2004). Given
the link between cell length and shape changes, it is also possible that the signaling
pathways known to regulate cell shape change may be required to regulate the
concomitant cell length changes.
APICAL CONSTRICTION
Apical constriction, the constriction of the apical surface of an epithelial cell,
bends the epithelium toward an apical lumen or drives invagination, in-pocketing, of the
tissue. Apical constriction was described as early as in 1902, and it has been studied
extensively since (Sawyer et al., 2010). It is required for a wide range of developmental
processes. Gastrulation requires apical constriction to invaginate the tissue. Apical
constriction has been studied during this process in many organisms including sea
urchins, Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), and Xenopus. Apical
constriction is also required to close an opening in the epithelium such as during dorsal
closure in Drosophila or wound healing in Xenopus. During organogenesis, apical
constriction has been studied during neural tube closure and gut formation in Xenopus
and hingepoint formation in chick, among others (Chung et al., 2010; Lee and Harland,
2007; Sawyer et al., 2010). While there are distinctions between the mechanisms that
drive apical constriction in each context, there is significant conservation.
Mechanisms of apical constriction
The process of apical constriction requires contraction of the actomyosin
cytoskeleton at the apical cell surface. Actin within epithelia is localized both to a
circumferential band linking the apically-localized adherens junctions of neighboring
cells, and to a cortical meshwork of highly branched F-actin. Immediately prior to apical
constriction, actin is enriched at the apical surface (Anstrom, 1992). This is concomitant
with apical recruitment of non-muscle myosin II (hereafter, myosin), a motor protein
required for actin contraction (Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). In most cases, once actin and
myosin are recruited apically, Rho (a small GTPase) triggers contraction (Sawyer et al.,
2010).
For many years, the mechanism of contraction during apical constriction has
been described by the purse-string model. The apical actin band links adherens junctions
in neighboring cells and transmits tension between them. In this model, myosin
contracts the actin bands, driving apical constriction in a group of cells within the tissue
(Baker and Schroeder, 1967; Burnside, 1971; Hildebrand, 2005; Karfunkel, 1972).
However, recent studies suggest that this may not be the most likely mechanism. During
wounding in Xenopus, actin is apically enriched in the cells surrounding the wound. If
intercellular tension were responsible for pulling the tissue together around the wound,
breaking the actin cable would be expected to result in recoil. Davidson et al. tested this
hypothesis and found no evidence of recoil (Davidson et al., 2002). The purse-string
model would also suggest that a square wound would become rounded at the corners as
healing progressed and the cells were pulled together. Instead, the authors found that
the square shape was retained, and a triangle-shaped wound healed first into at Y-shape
before closing. The authors conclude that actin-mediated tension between the cells is
insufficient to drive migration during wound healing; such a mechanism may also be
insufficient to drive apical constriction in a group of epithelial cells during development.
Martin et al. recently suggested an alternative model of apical constriction
(Martin et al., 2009). During gastrulation in Drosophila, cells at the midline apically
constrict to form an invagination at the ventral furrow. Analysis of time lapse imaging
during the invagination showed a series of pulsed contractions each of which pulled the
membranes closer to constrict the apical surface. Remarkably, the points of myosin
responsible for these contractions co-localized not with the adherens junctions, but with
the cortical actin between the junctions. Cortical actin, unlike the apical band of actin
linking the adherens junctions, is composed almost entirely of highly branched actin
(Weed and Parsons, 2001). Arp2/3 is an actin-related protein that functions to both
nucleate and facilitate branching of actin at the cell cortex (Mullins et al., 1998). In C.
elegans gastrulation, Arp2/3 is required for apical constriction of the two endodermal
cells that initiate internalization (Roh-Johnson and Goldstein, 2009). These data suggest
a model in which cortical actin, rather than the apical band of actin at adherens
junctions, may be specifically required for apical constriction.
While the role and regulation of actin in apical constriction has been well parsed,
microtubules have also been identified as necessary in some contexts. Formation of
bottle cells by apical constriction during Xenopus gastrulation requires intact
microtubules (Lee and Harland, 2007). Apical localization of y-tubulin and stabilization
of microtubules is required for apical constriction during Xenopus neural tube closure
(Lee et al., 2007; Suzuki et al.). Microtubules could either be required for trafficking of
components necessary for the apical constriction or could be dynamically involved in the
constriction itself. However, in both of these cases, apical constriction occurs subsequent
to cell elongation. Microtubules may instead be required for the change in cell length and
not the apical constriction itself, as discussed in the section on cell length change.
Basal expansion
Apical constriction is often accompanied by basal expansion, though this latter
process has not been studied independently. Xenopus bottle cells are defined as having
"dramatically constricted apical sides and enlarged basolateral areas" (Sawyer et al.,
2010), and cells at the ventral furrow in Drosophila are described as undergoing basal
expansion after apical constriction (Sweeton et al., 1991).
The most obvious cellular change during basal expansion is an increase in basal
membrane. Such an expansion could be driven by biogenesis of new membrane,
transcytosis of the shrinking apical membrane to the basal surface, or transition in
identity from apical to basal or basolateral membrane. Differential rates of biogenesis
could expand the basal surface. However, where it has been described, basal expansion
appears to occur rapidly following apical constriction (Sweeton et al., 1991). Membrane
biogenesis is closely tied to lipid metabolism (Nohturfft and Zhang, 2009), but the rate
of biogenesis may not be rapid enough to drive the membrane expansion. An alternative
hypothesis is based on data suggesting that endocytosis and transcytosis can result in the
deposition of membrane from one region of the cell to another. This is a Rab-dependent
mechanism by which specific cell regions can gain surface area (Pelissier et al., 2003).
The hypothesis is particularly appealing given an observation that Rab5- and dynamin-
mediated endocytosis is required for apical constriction during bottle cell formation in
Xenopus (Lee and Harland, 2007). Labeled apical membrane did not appear to re-
integrate in bulk on the expanded basal surface, but this may have been due to a lack of
resolution and not a reflection of the mechanism. Another possible mechanism of basal
expansion is that apical membrane could shift in identity to basal or basolateral. In
Drosophila, downregulation of either apical or basolateral polarity determinants causes
an expansion of the opposite domain type (Kaplan et al., 2009). This could drive basal
expansion by reducing the amount of apical membrane in the cell and increasing the
amount of basal membrane. If coordinated with apical constriction and basal expansion,
this would allow the basal membrane to increase in direct response to a decrease in
apical membrane without the need for membrane biogenesis or transport. This remains
an open area of study in the context of epithelial cell shape change.
Signaling in apical constriction
The upstream signals that regulate apical constriction vary much more than the
physical mechanism of the cell shape change and can differ not only between organisms
but between tissues within an organism. For example, in Drosophila, Hedgehog and
Bmp signaling signal to form the eye morphogenetic furrow, which requires apical
constriction (Schlichting and Dahmann, 2008), while Twist and Snail downstream of
Dorsal regulate apical constriction during ventral furrow formation (Martin et al., 2009;
Sawyer et al., 2010). In sea urchin gastrulation, Wnt/Frizzled, Fgf, and calcium signaling
have all been implicated (Croce et al., 2006; Nakajima and Burke, 1996; Rottinger et al.,
2008), while non-canonical-Wnt signaling regulates zebrafish gastrulation (Ulrich et al.,
2005). Apical constriction during Xenopus bottle cell formation appears to be regulated
by non-canonical-Wnt signaling (Choi and Sokol, 2009), while canonical-Wnt signaling
regulates apical constriction upstream of Rho and myosin in the Drosophila wing
imaginal disc (Zimmerman et al., 2010). It is likely that some of these pathways regulate
tissue identity while others regulate the physical aspects of the cell shape changes
themselves. Closer analysis including temporally-specific activation or inhibition of
signaling may bring to light more conservation in regulating these processes than is
currently evident.
BASAL CONSTRICTION
Basal constriction, the constriction of the basal surface of an epithelial cell, is a
process by which an epithelial sheet can bend away from an apical lumen or evaginate to
form an out-pocketing of the epithelia. Such constriction requires the remodeling of the
cell surface bound to the underlying extracellular matrix and expands the apical surface
of the tissue. This process, unlike apical constriction, has not been studied in detail, and,
in fact, has only been described as a mechanism of development in a few contexts. Basal
constriction was first demonstrated in a squamous cell line in culture (Auersperg et al.,
1973) (Fig. 3A). A decade later, this type of cell shape change was speculated to be a
possible mechanism of epithelial morphogenesis, but this was not shown experimentally
(Fristrom, 1988). Although apical constriction and apico-basal lengthening drive
invagination during Drosophila ventral furrow formation, Leptin and Grunewald also
noted "narrowing" of the basal cell surface in cells adjacent to the invagination though
this has not been further explored (Leptin and Grunewald, 1990) (Figure 3B). The
regulation of basal constriction was first studied explicitly as a necessary step in
formation of the midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction (MHBC) in zebrafish as part
of this thesis (Fig. 3C). This was followed by a study showing basal constriction to be
required during morphogenesis of the optic cup in Medaka (Martinez-Morales et al.,
2009).
Despite the paucity of examples described in the literature, my own analysis of
data from previous studies suggests that this may be a much more common mechanism
of epithelial morphogenesis than previously considered. Apical constriction initiates
ectodermal invagination during sea urchin invagination; reminiscent of the observations
of ventral furrow formation in Drosophila mentioned above, cells with a basal-
constriction-like morphology lie on either side of the invagination (Sweeton et al., 1991).
Early during mouse neurulation, electron microscopy and the observation of actin
enrichment at the basal cell surfaces also suggest basal constriction (Sadler et al., 1982),
while in the eye imaginal disc of Drosophila, cells appear to constrict basally during
tissue ingression (Corrigall et al., 2007)(Fig. 3D). In addition to these examples of
epithelial folding, basal constriction appears to occur during evagination of the salivary
gland in Drosophila (Fristrom, 1988). A recent study of the evaginating Hydra bud
shows cells at the tip of the evagination that appear to be both basally constricted and
apically expanded (Philipp et al., 2009) (Fig. 3E). While further experiments will be
required to confirm whether these cell shape changes share other characteristics of basal
constriction, these observations from the literature indicate that basal constriction may
be a conserved process that warrants greater attention.
Signaling in basal constriction
What signals initiate basal constriction? I considered both Wnt and focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) signaling in regulating this process.
The Wnt signaling pathway is generally considered to include two branches: the
canonical, whose activation results in transcriptional activation of downstream target
genes, and the non-canonical, the activation of which generally results in cytoskeletal
regulation (van Amerongen and Nusse, 2009) (Fig. 4). The canonical pathway, required
for tissue specification during zebrafish MHBC development, is activated by binding of
an extracellular Wnt ligand to its receptor, Frizzled. This activation is tied to the activity
of a co-receptor, LRP (Verkaar and Zaman, 2010) and results in the inhibition of a
destruction complex including Gsk3p, APC, CK-1, Axin and MACF1 by Dishevelled
(Salinas, 2007). In the absence of Wnt ligand, Gsk3p and CKi phosphorylate cytoplasmic
p-catenin, targeting it for degradation. Inhibition of this complex in the presence of Wnt
ligand prevents this phosphorylation, which allows p-catenin to activate transcription of
downstream targets through binding to TCF/LEF transcription factors in the nucleus
(Salinas, 2007). Interestingly, Gsk3p and APC have also recently been shown to regulate
the microtubule cytoskeleton in response to Wnt signaling, suggesting that these
components may also play roles outside the traditional canonical pathway (Zumbrunn et
al, 2009; Salinas, 2009).
The non-canonical Wnt signaling pathway is similarly activated by Wnt binding
to Frizzled receptors, though in this pathway, Ror often acts as a co-receptor, and the
pathway can also be activated by binding to alternate receptors such as Ryk (van
Amerongen and Nusse, 2010). The signal is transmitted through Dishevelled, an adapter
protein that binds to the receptor, sometimes in conjunction with Daami. The small
GTPases Rho or Rac and Jnk are then activated, promoting cytoskeletal rearrangements
(Schlessinger et al, 2009). Alternatively, binding of non-canonical Wnt ligands to their
receptors can result in activation of calcium signaling or the non-receptor tyrosine
kinase, Src, although these pathways are less well understood (van Amerongen and
Nusse, 2010). Non-canonical Wnt signaling has been shown to regulate cell shape
changes, particularly during convergent extension (Qian, 2007; Torban, 2004).
FAK is of particular interest in considering the regulation of basal constriction, as
this process is likely to require active regulation of adhesion between the basal cell
surface and the underlying basement membrane. This protein is a well-known regulator
of focal adhesions, but has also been shown to play a role in several signaling pathways
(Parsons, 2003) (Fig. 5). Among others, FAK has been shown to signal upstream of Akt
and P13K in the inhibition of Gsk3p (Huang 2006; Huang 2009), and in signaling
pathways with Src and the small GTPases, Rho, Rac, and Jnk to regulate the cytoskeleton
(Parsons, 2003; Igishi 1999). However, the specific role of FAK in these pathways is not
well understood.
A NOTE ABOUT REGION-SPECIFIC MORPHOGENESIS
As described above, epithelial morphogenesis is often driven by changes in cell
size and shape. These changes in cell size or shape must occur not only at a specific time
during development, but at a specific position in the epithelia. Thus, these changes
require components to drive or execute the physical process itself as well as signals to
position and initiate the process. In determining what components are necessary for a
given cell size or shape change, it is useful to consider how components necessary for
execution and initiation differ.
In order for a component to be involved in executing a cell shape change, it must
be present at the right time and place and required for the process. This means it must
be expressed and localized to the region during the cell shape change, but may also be
present elsewhere in the tissue at the same time. For example, actin is required for apical
constriction, and thus, must be expressed and localized to the apical surface of the cells
undergoing the cell shape change, but it is also present in epithelial cells not undergoing
the cell shape change (Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). In addition, the component must be
required for the process, which can be tested by loss of function analysis. Taking the
same example, to establish that actin is required for apical constriction, its
depolymerization must prevent the process.
For a component to be characterized as positioning and/or initiating a cell shape
change, it must similarly be required for the process. However, its expression and
localization must be specific only to the time and place that the process is occurring. For
example, during gastrulation, apical constriction occurs in one specific region of the
tissue to drive invagination, although the entire tissue is composed of epithelial cells that
might also be competent to constrict apically (Martin et al, 2009). The signal necessary
to position or initiate the cell shape change must be localized specifically and only to the
cells that constrict apically. The defining characteristic of a localizing or initiating signal
is that it will drive the cell shape change in any cells that are competent. This suggests
that an initiating signal expressed or localized in an expanded region of tissue would
increase the total number of cells undergoing the cell shape change.
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, I establish basal constriction as a mechanism of epithelial
morphogenesis at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction in zebrafish and begin
to address the components required both to execute and initiate this process.
FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1 Schematic of an epithelial cell
The apical and basolateral cell membrane domains are separated by tight junctions,
adherens junctions, and gap junctions at the apical cell surface with desmosomes at the
basolateral surface. Membrane-bound proteins at the basal surface, sometimes localized
to focal adhesions, bind the underlying extracellular matrix. Actin is localized to the cell
cortex, links the adherens junctions, and forms stress fibers at focal adhesions.
Microtubules are oriented apico-basally.
Fig. 2 Epithelial cell shape and length changes during morphogenesis
(A) A columnar epithelial cell is depicted though these processes could also be initiated
from cells of other types. (B) Circumferential constriction of one cell membrane will
result in a cone-shaped cell. (C) Symmetrical lateral constriction will result in a wedge-
shaped cell. (D) Cell elongation as along the apico-basal axis is depicted. This is often
coupled with circumferential constriction (Lee et al., 2007; Widmann and Dahmann,
2009). (E) Cell shortening along apico-basal axis is depicted. This has been shown to
occur concomitant with basal constriction (Gutzman et al., 2008). (F) Cell spreading can
be described as cell shortening along the apico-basal axis or as lateral elongation and
results in a flattened epithelial cell.
Fig. 3 Examples of basal constrictionfrom the literature
Camera lucida drawings taken from the literature show examples of basal constriction
either as published or from my own analysis. Red cells appear basally constricted. (A)
Squamous cell carcinoma in 3D culture (Auersperg et al., 1973). (B) Ventral furrow as
forms during Drosophila gastrulation (Leptin and Grunewald, 1990). (C) Zebrafish
midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction (Gutzman et al., 2008). (D) Drosophila eye
imaginal disc (Corrigall et al., 2007). (E) Tentacle bud in Hydra (Philipp et al., 2009).
Fig. 4 Overview of Wnt signaling
The canonical and non-canonical Wnt signaling pathways promote transcriptional
activation and regulation of the cytoskeleton respectively. Wnt5 is shown as one
example of a non-canonical Wnt signaling component that may be involved basal
constriction at the MHBC. Figure adapted from (van Amerongen and Nusse, 2010).
Fig. 5 Focal Adhesion Kinase as a signaling regulator
Shown are two pathways in which focal adhesion kinase (FAK) acts as a signaling
regulator (Huang 2006; Huang, 2009; Igishi, 1999; Parsons, 2003).
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ABSTRACT
The midbrain-hindbrain boundary (MHB) is a highly conserved fold in the vertebrate
embryonic brain. We have termed the deepest point of this fold the MHB constriction
(MH BC) and have begun to define the mechanisms by which it develops. In the
zebrafish, the MHBC is formed soon after neural tube closure, concomitant with
inflation of the brain ventricles. The MHBC is unusual, as it forms by bending the basal
side of the neuroepithelium. At single cell resolution, we show that zebrafish MHBC
formation involves two steps. The first is a shortening of MHB cells to approximately
75% of the length of surrounding cells. The second is basal constriction, and apical
expansion, of a small group of cells that contribute to the MHBC. In the absence of
inflated brain ventricles, basal constriction still occurs, indicating that the MHBC is not
formed as a passive consequence of ventricle inflation. In laminin mutants, basal
constriction does not occur, indicating a requirement for the basement membrane in this
process. Apical expansion also fails to occur in laminin mutants, suggesting that apical
expansion may be dependent on basal constriction. This study demonstrates laminin-
dependent basal constriction as a previously undescribed molecular mechanism for
brain morphogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
During development of the vertebrate brain, the neural tube assumes a complex
structure that includes formation of the brain ventricles and the appearance of conserved
folds and bends. These folds and bends delineate functional units of the brain and are
likely to shape the brain such that it can pack into the skull. The midbrain-hindbrain
boundary (MHB) is the site of one of the earliest bends in the developing brain. In the
embryo, the MHB functions as an embryonic organizing center (Brand et al., 1996;
Joyner, 1996; Puelles and Martinez-de-la-Torre, 1987; Sato et al., 2004) and later
becomes the cerebellum and part of the tectum (Louvi et al., 2003). MHB tissue later
becomes the cerebellum and forms part of the midbrain roof plate, or tectum (Louvi et
al., 2003). Patterning of the MHB begins long before neural tube closure (Joyner, 1996).
Subsequent to neural tube closure, and unlike the remainder of the brain, the tissue at
the MHB remains apposed at the midline, shows lower levels of cell proliferation than
surrounding neuroepithelium, and bends sharply to form the MHBC (Lowery and Sive,
2005). Loss of signaling factors that pattern the MHB results in failure to form the
MHBC (Brand et al., 1996; Sato et al., 2004). However, it is likely that these genes are
responsible for specifying the fate of the tissue and, thus, affect the MHBC indirectly.
The brain neuroepithelium has characteristic apico-basal polarity, with apical cell
surfaces facing the ventricular lumen, and the basal lamina, surrounding the tube under
the basal cell surfaces. While junctions connect the apical and lateral surfaces of
epithelia, the basal surface of these cells is anchored on an extracellular matrix, the basal
lamina. This polarity defines the axis of cell division within the epithelium (Fristrom,
1988), coordinates cell movements (Pilot and Lecuit, 2005), and provides spatial
orientation for the larger structural modifications of the entire sheet during extension
and bending or folding (Schock and Perrimon, 2002).
The basal lamina plays a critical role in epithelial morphogenesis (Miner and
Yurchenco, 2004). One of the major proteins in the basal lamina is laminin, a
heterotrimeric protein that interacts with integrins to mediate adhesion of the basal
lamina to the cytoskeleton of the overlying cells (Miner and Yurchenco, 2004). Injection
of a function-blocking laminin antibody inhibits salivary gland morphogenesis in mice
and neural tube closure, somite development, and heart tube formation in chick (Patel et
al., 2006; Zagris et al., 2004). Laminin is also critical during mouse embryo
implantation and gastrulation (Miner et al., 2004) and, in zebrafish, is required for
proper notochord formation and blood vessel formation (Parsons et al., 2002; Pollard et
al., 2006; Scott and Stemple, 2005; Stemple, 2002). A role for laminin in brain
morphogenesis has not been described.
Another contribution to epithelial morphogenesis is the fluid pressure found in
organ lumens. For example, blood flow through the heart modifies the morphology of the
atrial and ventricular lumens (Berdougo et al., 2003), and the flow of blood through the
ventricles stimulates valve morphogenesis (Hove et al., 2003) while pressure overload
can stimulate ventricle hypertrophy (Seidman and Seidman, 2001). During development
of the eye in chick, folds of the ciliary body form due to the hydrostatic pressure and
swelling of the vitreous humor (Bard and Ross, 1982a; Bard and Ross, 1982b). During
development of the brain, the embryonic cerebrospinal fluid (eCSF) inflates the brain
ventricular lumen, and one possible function for the eCSF is to generate pressure in the
brain ventricles that contributes to brain morphogenesis (Desmond and Levitan, 2002;
Lowery and Sive, 2005).
We have called the deepest point in the MHB the "midbrain-hindbrain boundary
constriction" (MHBC). Here, we ask what processes are necessary for MHBC
morphogenesis, using the zebrafish as a model. In the zebrafish, the MHBC forms
between 17 and 24 hours post fertilization (hpf), concomitant with formation of the brain
ventricles. At this stage of development, the neuroepithelium is a pseudostratified-
columnar epithelium where apical cell surfaces face the brain ventricle lumen, and basal
cell surfaces, on the outside of the tube, abut the basement membrane. Interestingly, the
MHBC forms by bending the basal side of the neuroepithelium. This is unusual since
essentially all epithelial bends have been described at the apical surface via apical
constriction. Basal constriction has rarely been discussed in the literature and has not
previously been studied as an independent mechanism of organogenesis. The
organization of the neuroepithelium and correlation with brain ventricle inflation led us
to consider three factors that may drive MHBC morphogenesis: (1) fluid pressure on the
inside of the neural tube as the brain ventricles inflate (Lowery and Sive, 2005), (2)
changes in cell shape during bending, and (3) interactions of the basal side of the
neuroepithelium with the basement membrane.
We show here that MHBC morphogenesis involves two processes, cell shortening
at the MHB and basal constriction of the neuroepithelial cells at the MHBC. Basal
constriction is dependent upon laminin function, but not upon inflation of the brain
ventricles. These data indicate that the MHBC forms through changes in cell shape,
dependent on the extracellular matrix, which have not previously been described during
brain morphogenesis.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fish lines and Maintenance
Zebrafish lines were maintained and stages determined as previously described (Kimmel
et al., 1995; Westerfield, 1995). Strains used include wild-type AB, slyms6 (Schier et al.,
1996), guphilll3b (Amsterdam et al., 2004), nokm227 (Malicki et al., 1996), and snkt273a
(Jiang et al., 1996).
Live imaging
Brain ventricle imaging was carried out as previously described (Lowery and Sive, 2005).
For confocal imaging, single cell embryos were micro-injected with CAAX-eGFP mRNA
(memGFP) (kindly provided by J. B. Green, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute Boston, MA)
transcribed with the mMessage mMachine kit (Ambion). The embryos were mounted
inverted in 0.7% agarose (Sigma) and imaged by fluorescent, laser-scanning confocal
microscopy (Zeiss LSM510) or with spinning disk confocal microscopy (Perkin Elmer
Ultraview RS). Time-lapse data was analyzed using Imaris (Bitplane).
Quantification of cell length and apical cell width
Slices for measurement were chosen based on the ability to outline the entire extent of a
cell from the apical to basal surface of the neuroepithelium and by following the cell
through a full Z-series. The length of three cells at the MHBC and four cells outside the
MHBC were measured using Imaris (Bitplane) software, and the ratio between cell
lengths at and outside the MHBC were calculated for each embryo and averaged. The
width of two wedge shaped cells at the MHBC and three unconstricted cells outside the
MHBC at 24 hpf in each embryo were measured using Imaris (Bitplane). The error bars
in Fig. 2 indicate the standard deviation between the ratios found for each embryo.
Immunohistochemistry
Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and dehydrated in methanol. After
rehydrating in PBT, embryos were permeabilized with 2.5 mg/ml proteinase K for 1
minute, and blocked in PBT, o.1% Triton X, 1% BSA, and 1% NGS. Embryos were
incubated overnight at room temperature in laminin antibody (laminin rabbit anti-
mouse, Sigma L-9393, 1:150), washed, and incubated in secondary antibody, (goat anti-
rabbit IgG Alexa Flour 488, Invitrogen, 1:500) in combination with propidium iodide
(PI) (Invitrogen, 1:1000). Embryos were flat mounted in glycerol, imaged using a Zeiss
LSM510 laser-scanning confocal microscope, and images analyzed with LSM software
(Zeiss) and Photoshop.
Actin staining
Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hrs at room temperature and washed
in PBT. Embryos were incubated at 4 degrees C overnight in Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin
(Invitrogen A12379) 1:40 in PBT, washed overnight at 4 degrees C in PBT, mounted in
glycerol, imaged using a Zeiss LSM510 laser-scanning confocal microscope and images
analyzed with LSM software (Zeiss) and Photoshop.
RESULTS
Zebrafish MHBC morphogenesis occurs soon after neural tube closure
In the zebrafish, brain morphogenesis begins after neural tube closure at 17 hpf
(Kimmel et al., 1995; Lowery and Sive, 2005). At this stage, a slight indentation, visible
on the outside of the tube at the MHB anlage (Fig. 1A), corresponds to the basal side of
the neuroepithelium. Beginning at 18 hpf, the opposing apical sides of the
neuroepithelium separate along the midline and inflate to form the fore-, mid-, and
hindbrain ventricles (Lowery and Sive, 2005). However, cells at the MHB remain closely
apposed at the midline. At 21 hpf, after the midbrain and hindbrain ventricles have
opened further, the indentation at the MHB outside the tube is more prominent, but still
shallow (Fig. 1B). By 24 hpf, the MHB is bent acutely at the basal surface creating a sharp
point on the outside of the tube (Fig. 1C). This was clearly visible in all wild type embryos
by staining the outside of the neural tube with a laminin antibody (Fig. 1D). We have
called this sharp point at the deepest point of this fold the midbrain-hindbrain boundary
constriction (MHBC). This constriction is highly conserved amongst the vertebrates
(Rhinn and Brand, 2001).
A sharp MHBCforms in ventricle inflation mutants
In order to determine the mechanisms regulating MHBC morphogenesis, we
asked whether brain ventricle inflation plays a role in this process. We hypothesized that
pressure from the embryonic cerebrospinal fluid (eCSF) within the brain ventricles is
required to form the MHBC, through a passive "pushing" mechanism (Lowery and Sive,
2005). Supporting this hypothesis, blood flow modifies heart chamber morphology and
stimulates valve morphogenesis (Berdougo et al., 2003; Hove et al., 2003; Seidman and
Seidman, 2001).
We analyzed MHBC morphogenesis in two zebrafish mutants lacking inflated
brain ventricles, snakehead (snk), with a mutation in atpla1 encoding a Na+K+ ATPase
(Lowery and Sive, 2005) and nagie oko (nok), a mutant allele of the MAGUK scaffolding
protein, Mpp5 (Wei and Malicki, 2002). snk and nok embryos were imaged at 24 hpf to
examine the overall outline of the neural tube and shape of the MHBC. The abnormal
refractility in snk embryos prevented visualization of the MHBC by brightfield
microscopy (Fig. 1E). However, laminin staining of all snk embryos analyzed revealed
that the MHBC does define a sharp point, although the angle at the MHB is less acute
than that of wild type embryos (Fig. 1F). In nok mutants laminin staining indicated that
the MHBC also defined a sharp point in all embryos observed (Fig. 1G,H).
The acuteness of the MHBC in the tissue in both snk and nok is clearly reduced
compared to wild type embryos. Thus, ventricle inflation may be required to push
together the neuroepithelium to form an extremely acute angle, but it is not required to
form a sharp point at the MHBC.
Laminin is required for MHBCformation
We also hypothesized that the basement membrane, which lies adjacent to the
MHBC on the outside of the brain primordium, may play a role in its formation.
Laminin is a major component of the basement membrane that interacts with integrins
to mediate adhesion to the cytoskeleton of overlying cells (Miner and Yurchenco, 2004).
A role for laminin has been demonstrated during mouse salivary gland branching, axon
pathfinding in multiple organisms, and zebrafish notochord development (Bernfield et
al., 1984; Garcia-Alonso et al., 1996; Karlstrom et al., 1996; Parsons et al., 2002; Paulus
and Halloran, 2006). Laminin has not previously been implicated in brain
morphogenesis in any system, although it has been shown to play a role in development
of the eye, which is derived from neuroepithelium (Svoboda and O'Shea, 1987).
We tested the requirement for laminin by examining the MHBC in the sleepy
mutant (slyms6) that has a mutation in the gammal laminin gene (lamc1) (Parsons et al.,
2002) and in the grumpy mutant (guphilll3b), which has a viral insertion in the first
intron of the laminin betal gene (lambi), (Amsterdam et al., 2004 and A. Amsterdam,
personal communication). By brightfield imaging, sly mutants showed an initially
normally shaped neural tube (Fig. 1I,J), but by 24 hpf, the MHBC remained a shallow
indentation (Fig. 1K). Similar results were observed with gup mutants (data not shown).
Consistent with brightfield imaging, at 24 hpf, a shallow MHBC was observed in gup
mutant embryos stained with the laminin 1 antibody (Fig. 1L). This angle was
consistently shallow in all embryos, observed either by brightfield imaging or by laminin
1 staining. We used the gup hinii 3 b viral insertion mutants for laminin 1 antibody staining,
because the laminin 1 antibody is not immunoreactive in the allele of sly used in this
study (sly m86), nor in the other gup allele previously described (gup m186) (Parsons et al.,
2002). Although the mechanism by which this antibody recognizes laminin 1 in gup hiN13
is not known, the viral insertion may result in a recognizable, but non-functional protein,
whereas point mutation alleles of Sly m86 and gup m1s 6 result in the introduction of a
premature stop codon and likely severely truncated proteins (Parsons et al., 2002).
These data showed that laminin function is essential for the sharp point normally seen at
the MHBC and define a new role for laminin in brain morphogenesis.
Cells shorten and basally constrict at the MHBC
Bends or folds in epithelial sheets are driven by changes in cell length and
formation of wedge-shaped cells, such as the cell shortening and apical constriction
during neurulation in Xenopus, optic vesicle formation in mice, and ventral furrow
invagination in Drosophila (Lee et al., 2007; Smith et al., 1994; Svoboda and O'Shea,
1987; Sweeton et al., 1991). We therefore hypothesized that wedge-shaped cells would be
required to form the MHBC. However, based on the orientation of the MHBC, we
hypothesized that such wedge-shaped cells would be basally, rather than apically,
constricted.
In order to test this hypothesis, we analyzed cell shape at the MHBC in wild type
embryos by expressing membrane-localized green fluorescent protein (memGFP) and
imaging live embryos by laser-scanning confocal microscopy. At 17 hpf, cells in the
midbrain, hindbrain, and MHB are uniform in length and are both spindle and
columnar-shaped, with some rounded dividing cells visible (Fig. 2A,A'). In contrast, by
21 hpf, MHB cells are shorter in length (0.76 the apical-basal length) than those in either
the midbrain or hindbrain (Fig. 2B,B',J). Do these MHB cells shorten relative to
surrounding cells, or do they fail to lengthen in concert with the rest of the
neuroepithelium? By imaging wild type embryos, using spinning-disk confocal
microscopy to generate a live time-lapse data series between 17 and 21 hpf, we showed
that single cells at the MHB shorten relative to surrounding cells (Fig. 2D-I). While
shortening appears to be graded along the MHB, the uneven nature of the
pseudostratified neuroepithelium makes quantification of subtle changes in cell length in
regions flanking the future MHBC difficult to measure. In conclusion, a first step in
MHBC formation is the shortening of cells at the MHB.
Subsequent to cell shortening, we found that, by 24 hpf, a group of cells at the
MHBC had become wedge-shaped, with constriction at their basal surface (Fig. 2CC').
Within a single plane (Z-section) three to four wedge-shaped cells meet at a sharp point
to form the MHBC in wild type (Fig. 2C',L). Basally constricted cells were defined as
those with a clear wedge-shaped morphology such that their basal surface was
constricted to a point. We found that the apical width of the wedge-shaped cells at the
MHBC had expanded to 1.6 times that of cells outside the MHBC (outlined cells in Fig.
2C', Fig. 2K). Interestingly, although the midline in the MHB does not separate, we
found that the basally constricted MHBC cells were not apposed at the midline, but
instead were oriented with their apical surfaces exposed to the midbrain ventricle lumen
(Fig. 2C,C'). These data demonstrate that cells at the MHBC undergo basal constriction
and apical expansion.
Basal constriction at the MHBC occurs without ventricle inflation, but
requires laminin
Since the MHBC forms a sharp point in the ventricle inflation mutants, snk and
nok, we asked whether basally constricted cells formed in these mutants. Confocal
imaging indicated that cells at the MHBC in both mutants demonstrated basal
constriction (Fig. 3A-C'). However, unlike wild type, the basally constricted cells in these
mutants apparently did not show apical expansion, relative to adjacent cells in the same
embryo (Fig. 3H). This may be because apical expansion requires that cells have an
unconstrained apical surface, which occurs when wild type MHBC cells abut the
midbrain lumen. Where the ventricles do not inflate and the midline of the brain
primordium does not separate, the mutant cells may be constrained in their ability to
expand apically. Therefore, the reduced bend angle formed at the MHBC in nok and snk
may be due to failure of the cells at the MHBC to expand apically, in response to ventricle
inflation. These data show that the basal constriction in the MHBC can occur
independent of brain ventricle inflation, and moreover, that basal constriction is
independent of apical expansion.
In order to determine what aspect of MHBC formation is disrupted in laminin
mutants, we analyzed sly embryos for changes in cell length and shape (Fig. 3D-F'). At
17 hpf, the cells at the MHB of sly mutants appeared similar to wild type (compare Fig.
2A' with Fig. 3D'). By 21 hpf, cells at the MHBC in sly mutants were 0.76 the length of
cells on either side, similar to wild type (Fig. 3E,E',G). However, by 24 hpf, cells at the
MHBC in sly mutants had not basally constricted (Fig. 3F'). Neither was apical
expansion observed in the MHBC of these mutants (Fig. 3H). Based on somite number,
and marker gene expression (Fig. 4), development of laminin mutant embryos was not
retarded relative to wild type. These data show that laminin is necessary for basal
constriction, defining a new role for this protein in morphogenesis. The data also show
that basal constriction is required for formation of the sharp point at the MHBC and that
cell shortening is insufficient for this process. Further, the absence of apical expansion in
the laminin mutants indicates that this process may be dependent on basal constriction.
Together with results from the ventricle inflation mutants, the data show that
apical expansion occurs only in the presence of, but is not required for, basal
constriction, and suggest that basal constriction, and not apical expansion, is the active
process driving MHBC morphogenesis.
Patterning gene expression and levels ofproliferation and apoptosis are
normal in laminin mutants at the MHB
MHB morphogenesis is dependent on the expression of early patterning genes in
the Wnt and Fgf signaling pathways (Brand et al., 1996; Hidalgo-Sanchez et al., 2005).
To determine if the MHB defects in sly mutants were caused by a loss of tissue
specification, we assayed for expression of patterning markers in these mutants by in
situ hybridization. pax2a and krox2o were both expressed similarly in wild type and sly
mutant embryos at 17, 20, and 24 hpf (Fig. 4A - F). engrailed3 (eng3) expression is
somewhat expanded at the MHB in sly mutants in comparison to wild type embryos (Fig.
41 - J). This is likely a result of tissue extension of the MHB region in these mutants
caused by a failure of the tissue to fold at the MHBC.
We also tested whether proliferation or apoptosis was abnormal at the MHB in
the sly mutants. As determined by staining of phospho-histone-3 (PH3), proliferation is
not statistically different in wild type as compared to sly mutants (Fig.5 A - C). Levels of
apoptosis, as assayed by TUNEL staining, were also unchanged in sly mutants in
comparison to wild type embryos (Fig. 5D - F).
Other process involved in MHBC morphogenesis
What other processes might be involved in MHBC formation? One possibility is
that differential cell proliferation or apoptosis contributes to the MHBC. We have
investigated cell death and proliferation in the brain during MHBC development, and
find no significant differences between wild type and sly or gup embryos in the MHB
region (Fig. 6).
The role of the actin cytoskeleton during apical constriction is well established
(Haigo et al., 2003; Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). Therefore, we hypothesized that actin may
also localize basally in cells that are undergoing basal constriction at the MHBC. We
addressed this by analyzing fixed wild type and sly embryos, at 24hpf, for actin
localization using phalloidin staining. In wild type embryos, actin localized basally and
apparently, at highest intensity in the basally constricted cells at the MHBC (Fig. 6A,A').
In sly embryos, where cells are not constricted basally, actin lined the basal side of the
neuroepithelium, but did not concentrate in any cells in this region (Fig. 6B,B').
Although these data suggest differences in actin localization in the MHBC region in wild
type versus sly embryos, further experiments, in live embryos, are required to more
accurately investigate actin dynamics and localization at the MHBC.
DISCUSSION
Model for MHBC morphogenesis
The model presented in Fig. 7 summarizes our data indicating that two steps are
involved in formation of the MHBC in the embryonic brain. In the first step, cells of the
MHB shorten relative to the surrounding cells. This is followed by laminin-dependent
basal constriction and coordinate apical expansion of a small group of cells that
contribute to the sharp bend of the MHBC. Basal constriction is an active process, and
not a passive consequence of brain ventricle inflation or other aspects of brain
morphogenesis, as it occurs in mutants lacking ventricle inflation. An active role for the
basal side of the neuroepithelium is supported by failure of basal constriction in laminin
mutants. Additionally, since apical expansion does not occur when the basement
membrane is disrupted, information from the apical side of the neuroepithelium does
not drive basal constriction, but rather basal constriction and apical expansion may
occur coordinately.
The mechanisms underlying basal constriction are not known; however, our data
show that laminin provides a crucial function. Laminin is a secreted protein and can act
on both the cells from which it is secreted and those surrounding (Parsons et al., 2002).
Since laminin lines the entire neural tube, it is unlikely to play an instructive role in
MHBC formation. Rather, laminin is likely to modulate basal constriction through its
interaction with integrins in the basal cell membrane and subsequent regulation of
cytoskeletal function. Although a difference in actin localization at the MHBC region may
be present between wild type and sly mutants, we do not know whether actin is directly
involved in driving basal constriction in these cells.
One clear requirement for MHBC formation is its precise positioning in the brain.
While Fgf and Wnt signaling pathways are necessary to form the MHBC (Brand et al.,
1996; Sato et al., 2004), it is not clear whether these genes are solely responsible for
specifying MHB fate, or whether they also play a more direct role in MHBC
morphogenesis. Laminin acts downstream of MHB specification, since genes indicative
of specified MHB, including engrailed 3 and pax2a are normally expressed in laminin
mutants. Separating the effects of region-specific signaling pathways in positioning the
MHB from their possible role in later MHBC morphogenesis, as well as determining the
cell biology underlying MHBC morphogenesis will be the focus of future analyses.
FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1. Zebrafish MHB morphogenesis occurs between 17 and 24 hpf, and
requires laminin but not ventricle inflation.
(A-C) Brightfield and fluorescent images and schematics of wild type (WT) MHBC
formation. (D) WT embryo at 24 hpf was stained with anti-laminin 1 antibody (green);
nuclei were stained with propidium iodide (red). Laminin lines the basal surface of the
neuroepithelium. (E) Brightfield image of snk, a ventricle inflation mutant, at 24 hpf. (F)
snk embryo at 24 hpf stained as in D. (G) Brightfield image and schematic of nok, a
ventricle inflation mutant, at 24 hpf. (H) nok embryo at 24 hpf stained as in as D. (I-K)
Brightfield and fluorescent images and schematics of MHBC formation in the laminin
mutant, sly. (L) gup embryo at 24 hpf stained as in D. Arrowheads indicate MHB at 21
hpf and MHBC at 24 hpf. F, forebrain; M, midbrain; H, hindbrain. Scale bars: A-C, E,
G, I-K = 100 [tm, D, F, H, L = 6 itm.
Fig. 2. MHBCformation requires cell shortening and basal constriction.
(A-C') Live laser-scanning confocal imaging of wild type embryos injected with memGFP
mRNA at the one cell stage and imaged at 17, 21, and 24 hpf. Boxed regions from A-C
are enlarged for panels A'-C'. Individual cells in the MHB are outlined, and a dividing
cell is indicated by an arrow in B. Asterisks in A-C mark cells outlined in A'-C'. Cells with
two asterisks are outside the MHB. (A') At 17 hpf, cells at the MHB are similar in length
to the cells in the surrounding tissue. (B') At 21 hpf, cells at the MHB are shorter than
the cells in the surrounding tissue. (C') At 24 hpf, cells at the MHBC are constricted
basally and expanded apically. In A- C', some green fluorescence is visible within
outlined cells since the plane of section contains the surface of the cell membrane. (D-I)
Time-course of MHB morphogenesis beginning at 17 hpf. A single cell is outlined and
followed through the time course. Cells at the MHB shorten relative to those surrounding
(n = 6 embryos). (J) Relative cell lengths at and outside the MHB in 21 hpf wild type
embryos. Cells at the MHB were 0.76 times the length of those outside the MHB (+/-
0.06 s.d.) (n = 8 embryos, 3 cells at the MHB and 4 cells outside the MHB were
measured per embryo). (K) Relative apical width of unwedged cells (those outside the
MHBC) and basally constricted cells (at the MHBC) in wild type embryos at 24 hpf. Cells
at the MHBC had 1.6 times the apical width of those outside the MHBC (+/- 0.29 s.d.) (n
= 6 embryos, 2 cells at the MHBC and 3 cells outside the MHBC were measured per
embryo). (L) Numbers of basally constricted cells at the MHBC in wild type embryos at
24 hpf (n = 9 embryos). Arrowheads indicate the MHBC. M, midbrain. Scale bars: A-C =
20 m, A'-C' = 9 itm, D-I = 30 [m.
Fig. 3. Basal constriction at the MHBC is laminin-dependent and not
dependent on ventricle inflation.
(A-C') Live laser-confocal imaging of wild type, snk and nok embryos at 24 hpf after
injection with memGFP. Boxed regions in A-C are enlarged in panels A'-C'. Cells at the
MHBC in (A-A') wild type, (B-B') snk and (C-C') nok undergo basal constriction (see cell
outlines). (D-F') Imaging of sly mutants injected with memGFP mRNA at the one cell
stage and imaged at 17, 21, and 24 hpf. Boxed regions in D-F are enlarged for panels D'-
F'. (D') At 17 hpf, MHB and surrounding cells are similar in length (see outlined cells).
(E') At 21 hpf, cells at the MHB are shorter than those surrounding. One cell at and one
cell outside the MHB are outlined in yellow. Some cells are visible outside the neural
tube. (F') At 24 hpf, cells at the MHBC fail to basally constrict. For panels A-C and D-F
asterisks indicate the cell that is outlined in the image below. Cells with two asterisks are
outside MHB. Arrowheads indicate the MHBC. Dotted lines delineate the outside of the
neural tube. Some green fluorescence is visible within outlined cells since the plane of
section contains the surface of the cell membrane. Anterior is to the left in all images.
Scale bars: A-C = 22 mM, A'-C' = 12 mM, D-F = 18 mM, D'-F' = 9 mM. (G) Length of
cells at the MHB relative to those outside the MHB in WT and sly mutants. At 21 hpf,
cells at the MHB (at MHB) in sly mutants are 0.76 (+/- 0.094 s.d.) the length of those
outside the MHB (outside MHB), as in WT embryos (WT data is the same as from Figure
2) (n = 6 embryos, 2 cells at MHB, 3 cells outside MHB were measured per embryo). (H)
Graph compares the apical width of cells outside MHBC to cells at MHBC in WT , sly,
snk, and nok embryos at 24 hpf. Basally constricted cells at the MHBC do not apparently
show corresponding apical expansion snk and nok (n = 3 embryos each mutant, 2 cells at
MHBC, 3 cells outside MHBC were measured per embryo). Cells at the MHBC in sly
mutants that have shortened, but are not constricted basally, are also not expanded
apically (n = 6 embryos, 3 cells at MHBC, 4 cells outside MHBC were measured per
embryo).
Fig. 4. Patterning gene expression is normal in sly mutants during MHBC
formation.
(A-H) Wild type and sly mutants were analyzed by in situ hybridization for pax2a and
krox2o at 17, 20, and 24 hpf. Gene expression at 17 hpf was normal in sly compared to
wild type shown in panels A and B. At 20 hpf gene expression remained normal, shown
dorsally C, D and laterally E, F. At 24 hpf pax2a and krox2o are still expressed normally
in sly mutants compared to wild type panels G, H. (I-J) Wild type and sly mutants were
analyzed for expression of engrailed 3 (eng3) and krox2o at 24 hpf. In sly mutants, the
eng3 expression domain appeared to be extended along the neural tube around the MHB
relative to wild type. This is because the MHB tissue in the mutant is also elongated due
to the lack of a sharp MHBC and MHB fold, indicating that gene expression in the MHB
at the time of MHBC formation is the same in wild type embryos and in sly mutants. The
bracket marks the MHB region in each embryo. Anterior is to the left in all images.
Fig. 5. Levels ofproliferation and cell death in laminin mutants are
normal.
(A-C) Wild type and laminin mutant embryos were fixed and stained with PH3 antibody
as a marker for cell proliferation at 22 hpf and the cells in the MHB were counted and
compared between wild type and laminin mutants. Representative images of PH3
stained wild type and sly embryos are seen in panels A and B respectively. Quantification
of PH3 positive cells indicated that there was no difference in the number of positive
cells in the MHB of laminin mutants compared to wild type controls, panel C. (n = 3
control, n = 5 laminin mutants; 3 sly, 2 gup) (D-E) Wild type and laminin mutants were
assayed by TUNEL to determine amount of apoptosis at 22 hpf. Cells in the MHB were
counted and compared between wild type and laminin mutants. Representative images
of TUNEL stained wild type and sly mutants are seen in panels D and E respectively.
Differences in refractility between D and E are due to microscope settings.
Quantification of TUNEL positive cells in the MHB of laminin mutants compared to wild
type controls indicated that there was no difference in the number of positive cells, panel
F. (n = 7 control, n = 5 laminin mutants, 3 sly, 2 gup). Anterior is to the left in all
images. M, midbrain; H, hindbrain.
Fig. 6. Actin is localized basally at the MHBC in wild type embryos.
(A-D) Phalloidin stained wild type (A,C) and sly (B,D) embryos that were fixed at 24 hpf.
Stained embryos were flat mounted in glycerol and imaged by confocal microscopy at
25X (A,B) and 1oX (C,D). Arrows indicate points of basal actin accumulation in wild
type embryos. Anterior is to the left in all images. Arrowhead indicates the MHBC in
wild type and a bracket indicates the MHBC region in sly mutants. M, midbrain; H,
hindbrain.
Fig. 7. Schematic of the two steps required in MHBCformation.
In step one, cells shorten at the MHB. In step two, 3 to 4 cells (in a plane of section)
basally constrict, and expand apically, to form a sharp point at the MHBC. This second
step is laminin dependent.
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3Basal constriction at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary
constriction is regulated by Wnt5, FAK and Gsk3P
CONTRIBUTIONS
This work was completed with the help of Jennifer Gutzman who drew the foundation
for the models in figure 1, performed the in situ hybridization of wnt5, and provided the
brightfield image of the pax2a mutant. I performed the remainder of the experiments,
analysis, and drafted the document.
ABSTRACT
Basal constriction is a recently described cell shape change that occurs during epithelial
morphogenesis during development of the midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction
(MHBC) (Gutzman et al., 2008). This process involves constriction of cells at their basal
surface and is accompanied by expansion at the apical surface. Using 3D reconstruction,
we show that MHBC cells are wedge-shaped, and that basal constriction occurs prior to
apical expansion. MHBC formation involves basal constriction in a narrow band of
epithelium, suggesting that it is regulated by locally active signals. wnt5, one candidate
signal, is expressed at the MHBC immediately prior to and during basal constriction. We
have confirmed this expression pattern at cellular resolution, and loss-of-function
analysis shows that Wnt5 is required for basal constriction. Another candidate signaling
regulator is focal adhesion kinase (FAK), which is known to be active on the basal surface
of epithelia. Consistent with a role in basal constriction, FAK is specifically
autophosphorylated in a region encompassing the MHBC as determined by
immunostaining. Loss-of-function analysis shows that FAK is required for basal
constriction, and transplant analysis confirms that this requirement is local to the
MHBC. FAK activation is strongly reduced in Wnt5 loss-of-function embryos, indicating
that Wnt5 function is required to activate FAK within the MHBC region. Gsk3p is a
constitutively active kinase previously shown to be downregulated by both Wnt5 and
FAK. We show that overexpression of dominant-negative Gsk3p rescues basal
constriction in both Wnt5 and FAK loss-of-function embryos, suggesting that Wnt5 and
FAK inhibit Gsk3p to regulate basal constriction. Together, these data suggest that basal
constriction occurs at the MHBC due to local Wnt5 function, which activates FAK, in
turn leading to downregulation of Gsk3p. This study is the first to uncover the signals
regulating basal constriction.
INTRODUCTION
Epithelial morphogenesis shapes the vertebrate brain during development. The
bending and folding of the neuroepithelium is driven by cell shape changes within the
tissue. For example, apical constriction is required for bending of the neural plate during
neurulation (Haigo et al., 2003) and changes in cell shape both within and between the
rhombomeres, or subdivisions within the tissue, are required for shaping of the
hindbrain (Gutzman and Sive, 2010). A poorly understood cell shape change, basal
constriction, is required to bend the neural tube at the basal surface to form the
midbrain-hindbrain boundary constriction, or MHBC (Gutzman et al., 2008).
The MHBC is the first major bend to form during vertebrate brain development
and later becomes the tectum in the posterior midbrain and the cerebellum in the
anterior hindbrain (Louvi et al., 2003). This region is an important organizing center in
the developing embryo and is patterned by Fgf and p-catenin-dependent Wnt signaling
early in neurulation (Brand et al., 1996; Joyner, 1996; Puelles and Martinez-de-la-Torre,
1987; Sato et al., 2004). Mutant embryos lacking signaling through these pathways fail to
properly specify the tissue at the MHBC and, thus, fail to form an MHB (Buckles et al.,
2004; Lun and Brand, 1998; Reifers et al., 1998). However, the role of these signaling
pathways in the later steps of MHBC morphogenesis has not been addressed.
Basal constriction at the MHBC occurs in a small subset of cells during a narrow
window of development. This suggests that the upstream signal initiating the cell shape
change must be tightly spatially restricted. Intriguingly, Wnt5, a member of the non-
canonical Wnt signaling pathway, is expressed at the MHB immediately prior to and
during basal constriction (Montero-Balaguer et al., 2006). Non-canonical Wnt signaling
drives cell shape changes and cell movement during development through its regulation
of the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons (Choi and Sokol, 2009; Gao and Chen, 2010;
Karner et al., 2009; Kilian et al., 2003; Komiya and Habas, 2008). Wnt5 specifically
appears to regulate cell shape changes during bud evagination in Hydra (Philipp et al.,
2009). Zebrafish mutants lacking both Wnt5 and Wnt11, another non-canonical Wnt
signaling ligand, fail to complete neurulation (Ciruna et al., 2006). These roles of Wnt5
in cell shape change led us to consider a possible role in regulating basal constriction
during MHBC morphogenesis.
We define basal constriction as the reduction of the basal surface of an epithelial
cell. This process requires laminin during MHBC formation (Gutzman et al., 2008), and
pi-integrin has been implicated in basal constriction during optic cup morphogenesis in
Medaka (Martinez-Morales et al., 2009). Both of these components are basally localized
and together regulate adherence of epithelial cells to the underlying basement
membrane (Gutzman et al., 2008; Martinez-Morales et al., 2009; Miner and Yurchenco,
2004). During basal constriction, remodeling of the basal cell surface requires both the
reduction of adhesion to decrease the basal surface and maintenance of adherence to
prevent apoptosis (Frisch et al., 1996). Focal adhesion kinase, a non-receptor tyrosine
kinase, is a regulator of adhesion during migration, a process that requires a similar
balance of adhesion and release (Schaller, 2010). During focal adhesion assembly, FAK is
activated by recruitment to nascent focal adhesions concomitant with
autophosphorylation at Tyr397. Once autophosphorylated, FAK's kinase activity is
induced and, it binds signaling factors including Src and Rho-effectors, as well as
structural components such as paxillin and talin (Parsons, 2003; Schaller, 2010).
Paxillin and talin bind both actin and integrins, thereby linking the cytoskeleton to the
extracellular matrix (Horwitz et al., 1986; Schaller, 2001).
Gsk3p is a constitutively active kinase first identified as a regulator of glycogen
synthesis through AKT/PI3K signaling (Cross et al., 1995). It has since been studied in
detail as a central negative regulator of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway. As part of a
degradation complex, it prevents cytoplasmic accumulation of p-catenin and its
subsequent transcriptional activation (van Amerongen and Nusse, 2009). In addition,
Gsk3p plays a role establishing and maintaining cell polarity in conjunction with Cdc42,
the Par proteins, and APC (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003; Shi et al., 2004; Siegrist
and Doe, 2007). This is tied to roles in cell migration, neurite outgrowth, and axon
pathfinding, particularly through its interactions with APC and the corresponding
stabilization of microtubules (Gao and Chen, 2010; Hur and Zhou, 2010; Salinas, 2007;
Siegrist and Doe, 2007; Wen et al., 2004; Zumbrunn et al., 2001). Recent studies have
implicated Gsk3p in the non-canonical Wnt signaling pathway, including downstream of
Wnt5 (Philipp et al., 2009; Terrand et al., 2009; Torii et al., 2008).
Here, we define signals that regulate basal constriction at the MHBC. We show
that Wnt5 is expressed in a narrow band and signals at the MHBC upstream of FAK to
drive basal constriction, and this phenotype can be rescued by downregulation of Gsk3@.
These data comprise a new pathway by which basal constriction is regulated during brain
development.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Zebrafish husbandry and lines
Zebrafish lines were maintained and stages determined as previously described (Kimmel
et al., 1995; Westerfield, 1995). Strains used include wild type AB; Tg(hs::Dkki-GFP)
(Stoick-Cooper et al., 2007); Tg(GFP::hsp7o::dnFgfRi) (Lee et al., 2005);fgf8ti28 2a
(Brand et al., 1996); and pax2atu29a (Brand et al., 1996).
mRNA and antisense MO injections
mRNA was transcribed with the mMessage mMachine kit (Ambion). These include
membrane-bound GFP mRNA at 125pg/embryo (memGFP) (kindly provided by J. B.
Green, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute Boston, MA), membrane-bound Cherry mRNA at
50pg/embryo (memCherry) (kindly provided by Dr. Roger Tsien, University of California
San Diego), GFP-tubulin mRNA at 15opg/embryo (kindly provided by Dr. Frank Gertler,
MIT) and human FAK (hFAK) mRNA at 40opg/embryo (accession number BC035404)
(purchased from Open Biosystems, EHSlool-5481173). Splice site-blocking MO
antisense oligonucleotides (MO) were injected into embryos at the one-cell stage (o.75ng
FAK exon 12/13 splice donor: 5 -GTGTG7flGGGTTCTCACCTITCTG-3; 3ng Wnt5
exon5/6 splice donor: 5 -TGTTTATTTCCTCACCATTCTTCCG-3 (Kim et al., 2005; Robu
et al., 2007); standard control MO 5 -CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3 (Gene
Tools). Each was co-injected with 1.5x p53 MO 5 -GCGCCATTGCTITGCAAGAATTG-3
(Gene Tools).
Live imaging of embryos
Live imaging by brightfield microscopy was carried out as previously described (Lowery
and Sive, 2005). mRNA injections and live confocal imaging were performed as
described (Graeden and Sive, 2009) Briefly, embryos were mounted inverted in 0.7%
agarose (Sigma) and imaged by fluorescent, laser-scanning confocal microscopy (Zeiss
LSM510).
Mosaic analysis
Embryos were injected with memGFP mRNA plus MO (donors) or memCherry mRNA
plus MO (hosts) at the single cell stage. Cells were transplanted from donors at sphere
stage into hosts at shield stage targeted to the presumptive MHBC region (Woo and
Fraser, 1995). Transplanted embryos were imaged at 24 hpf by laser-scanning confocal
microscopy. A total of 6 embryos were analyzed for control-to-control transplant
experiments. A total of 4 embryos were analyzed for FAK morphant-to-control
transplant experiments. This was based on the incorporation of donor cells into the
region of the MHBC.
Rescue experiments
Embryos were injected with equal amounts control or inhibitory morpholino as well as
equal amounts total mRNA. This included total memGFP when needed for imaging by
scanning confocal microscopy. A minimum of 6 embryos were imaged by scanning
confocal microscopy and analyzed for basal constriction for each condition.
Three-dimensional (3D) cell reconstruction
Confocal images were imported into 3D Doctor (Able Software). Individual cells at the
MHBC were manually outlined in each z-section and rendered in 3D.
Quantification of cell width
The width of six cells at the MHBC from each of three embryos was measured at 3oox
zoom using Imaris (Bitplane) software. Measurements were averaged and error bars
reflect standard deviation for each condition.
Immunohistochemistry
Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (for all but vinculin and ZO-1) or Dent's
(70% methanol: 30% DMSO) (for vinculin and ZO-1); some dehydrated in methanol
before rehydrating into PBT (anti-laminin); blocked in 2% normal goat serum, 1% BSA,
and o.1% Triton-Xioo in PBT; incubated overnight at 4"C in primary antibody (anti-
phosphoY397-FAK, 44-624, Biosource, 1:200; anti-laminin, L-9393, Sigma, 1:150; anti-
aPKC (C-20), SC-216, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1:1000; anti-ZO1, 33-9100, Invitrogen,
1:200; anti-vinculin (hVIN-1), V9264, Sigma, 1:200; anti-phospho861-FAK, 44-626G,
Invitrogen, 1:200); then incubated in secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit or anti-
mouse IgG conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488, Invitrogen, 1:500). When appropriate,
some were stained in combination with propidium iodide (PI) (P3566, Invitrogen,
1:1000) 15 minutes at room temperature. Actin staining was as previously described
(Gutzman et al., 2008). Images were collected using scanning confocal microscopy (Zeiss
LSM51o) and analyzed using Imaris (Bitplane), LSM software (Zeiss) and Photoshop
(Microsoft).
RT-PCR and sequencing
Primers used for RT-PCR: FAK exon 11 forward 5 -CACCTTGCCAACTI'CACTCA-3; FAK
exon 22 reverse 5 -GTGAATCGTGGGCGTTIACT-3; EFia forward, 5-
GATGCACCACGAGTCTCTGA-3; and EFi reverse, 5 -TGATGACCTGAGCGTTGAAG-3.
FAK PCR products were cloned into pGEM using the pGEM T-Easy Vector System Kit
(Promega) and sequenced.
In situ hybridization
RNA probes containing digoxigenin-11-UTP were synthesized from linearized plasmid
DNA for pax2.1 (Krauss et al., 1991) andfgf8 (Reifers et al., 1998) as described (Harland,
1991). Standard methods for hybridization and for single color labeling were used as
described elsewhere (Sagerstrom et al., 1996). After staining, embryos de-yolked, flat-
mounted in glycerol and imaged with a Nikon compound microscope.
RESULTS
Basal constrictionforms wedge-shaped cells at the MHBC
We have previously established that cells shorten prior to basal constriction and
subsequent apical expansion during morphogenesis at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary
constriction (MHBC) in zebrafish (Gutzman et al., 2008). Here, we have increased the
resolution of our analysis to determine the order of the steps involved and have assayed
for the three-dimensional shape of the cells undergoing basal constriction.
MHB morphogenesis begins at 17 hpf. At this stage, the MHB is composed of
uniform columnar epithelial cells with an average basal width of 2.14 +/- o.59pm (Fig.
1A, E, E', I, M). By 21 hpf, the cells at the MHB have shortened, as previously described
(Gutzman et al., 2008) (Fig. 1B, F, F'). 3D reconstruction and quantification of these cells
indicates that they have begun to constrict at their basal surface to approximately two-
thirds their original basal width (1.44 +/- o.40tm) (Fig. 1J, M). By between 23 and 24
hpf, cells at the MHBC have constricted completely, to a basal width of 0.50 +/- 0.18 pm,
forming a wedge shape (Fig. 1C, G, G', K, M). Subsequent to basal constriction, these
cells expand apically (Fig. D, H, H', L, M). The order of these events suggests that cell
shortening may be required for the later basal constriction, and apical expansion may be
dependent upon both prior cell shortening and basal constriction. The wedge shape of
these cells suggests the mechanism by which the constriction occurs. Force applied
circumferentially around the basal cell surface would result in cone-shaped cells (Martin
et al., 2009; Pilot and Lecuit, 2005). Therefore, formation of wedge-shaped cells
indicates that force is applied unequally to constrict the cells in the antero-posterior and
not the dorso-ventral direction.
Early patterning signals are not required at time of MHBC morphogenesis
The MHB is patterned starting at 10 hpf, early in neurulation. This is initiated by
otx2, gbx2 and pax2 expression followed byfgf8 and several members of the canonical
Wnt signaling pathway, including wnti, wnt3a, and wntiob (Buckles et al., 2004;
Hidalgo-Sanchez et al., 2005; Reifers et al., 1998). These signaling pathways are required
for tissue specification and formation of the MHB, as determined by mutant analysis
(Buckles et al., 2004; Burgess et al., 2002; Lun and Brand, 1998; Reifers et al., 1998;
Reim and Brand, 2002). Mutant analysis cannot separate the early role of these genes in
tissue specification from their possible later role in morphogenesis. Using inducible
promoters driving antagonists of these pathways, we have performed loss-of-function
analysis just prior to MHB morphogenesis.
FGF signaling is a key regulator of the MHB: Fgf8 implanted on a bead is
sufficient to drive formation of an ectopic MHB in the chick midbrain (Crossley et al.,
1996; Martinez et al., 1999). Three Fgf receptors,fgfl-3, are expressed in the developing
neural tube (Walshe and Mason, 2000). Of these, FgfR1 is expressed at and required for
regulation of the MHB (Rohner et al., 2009; Trokovic et al., 2003). The Poss lab
constructed a transgenic line expressing dominant-negative FgfR1 under control of a
heat shock promoter that ablates FGF signaling in a temporally specific manner (Lee et
al., 2005). This promoter is bi-directional and induces transcription of GFP as a marker
when it is activated. All transgenic embryos were screened for GFP as an indication of
activation of the promoter. Heat shock treatment of wild type embryos did not affect
their development as assayed by brightfield microscopy (Fig. 2A, B). Heat shock of the
GFP::hs::FgfRi transgenic embryos at 10 hpf prevented MHB morphogenesis (Fig. 2E)
and phenocopied the Fgf8 mutant, acerebellar (Fig. 2C; (Reifers et al., 1998). However,
embryos treated with heat shock at 17 hpf were unaffected when compared to control
embryos (Fig. 2G). This suggests that while FGF signaling is required for early MHB
patterning, it is not required later for morphogenesis and basal constriction.
Canonical p-catenin-dependent Wnt signaling is also required for patterning at
the MHB. Buckles et al performed a triple knockdown experiment of Wnti, Wnt3a, and
Wntiob, three partially redundant components of this pathway all expressed at the MHB
early in neurulation (Buckles et al., 2004). These embryos failed to form an MHB,
phenocopying no isthmus, a mutant of a downstream component of the Wnt pathway,
pax2a (Lun and Brand, 1998). Dkki is an antagonist of Wnt binding to its receptor, Fz,
and appears to primarily inhibit canonical Wnt signaling (Glinka et al., 1998;
Kazanskaya et al., 2000). We used a transgenic line expressing Dkki under control of a
heat shock promoter (Stoick-Cooper et al., 2007) to ablate canonical Wnt signaling at 10
hpf during patterning and at 17 hpf just prior to MHB morphogenesis. Embryos treated
at 10 hpf phenocopied the pax2 mutant line (Fig. 2D, F). MHB morphogenesis was
unaffected by treatment at 17 hpf (Fig. 2H). This suggests that, like FGF signaling,
canonical Wnt signaling is required for patterning, but not for morphogenesis at the
MHB.
Wnt5 is expressed at the MHBC and is required for basal constriction
Gene expression of patterning components such as wnti andfgf8 is restricted to
the MHB as early as 10 hpf and is maintained through the completion of MHBC
morphogenesis at 25 hpf (Buckles et al., 2004; Lekven et al., 2003; Reifers et al., 1998).
We hypothesized that transcription of genes required specifically for morphogenesis
would be initiated just prior to the start of MHB formation at 16 or 17 hpf and that this
signal would be spatially restricted to the cells undergoing basal constriction. Previously
published data suggested that wnt5 expression might correlate with MHB
morphogenesis both temporally and spatially (Hollyday et al., 1995; Montero-Balaguer et
al., 2006). We repeated expression analysis in higher resolution to address the question
of whether wnt5 is expressed in the basally constricting cells prior to and during
constriction. At 18 hpf and 21 hpf, wnt5 was expressed at the MHBC with some general
expression present in the rest of the brain as shown by in situ hybridization (Fig. 3A, B).
By 24 hpf, wnt5 expression was restricted specifically to the MHBC, apparently in and
just posterior to the basally constricting cells (Fig. 3C). A sense probe control did not
stain in the brain, showing that binding was specific (Fig. 3D).
Based on the specificity of the expression pattern, we hypothesized that Wnt5
might play a role in regulating basal constriction. To test this, we co-injected a previously
published splice-site antisense morpholino-modified oligonucleotide (hereafter,
morpholino or MO) targeting Wnt5 and assayed for MHBC morphogenesis by brightfield
microscopy. This morpholino was reported to cause mis-splicing and is specific, as
shown by mRNA rescue (Kim et al., 2005; Robu et al., 2007). Injection of a control
morpholino did not affect MHB morphogenesis (Fig. 3E). Embryos injected with Wnt5
morpholino failed to form a deep bend in the tissue at the MHBC (Fig. 3F). These
embryos also exhibited a truncated tail suggestive of the somite defects expected based
on the known mutant phenotype (Fig. 3F; Hammerschmidt et al., 1996; Westfall et al.,
2003). These mutant lines have not been described as having an MHB defect. However,
these mutants are the result of point mutations, and therefore, are likely to be
hypomorphic (Hammerschmidt et al., 1996; Kilian et al., 2003; Lele et al., 2001; Mullins
et al., 1994). Alternatively, the basal constriction defect may not be described due a lack
of resolution in the assays used to describe the phenotype.
To determine if the MHB morphogenesis defect was caused by a loss of early
tissue specification, we performed in situ hybridization against two genes required for
patterning of the MH B,fgf8 and pax2 (Hidalgo-Sanchez et al., 2005). Both markers
were strongly expressed at the MHB in control and Wnt5 morphant embryos (Fig. 3G-J).
We then performed confocal microscopy analysis on live embryos co-injected with
membrane-bound GFP (memGFP) and morpholino at 24 hpf to assay for basal
constriction at the MHBC. While basal constriction was unaffected in control embryos
(Fig. 3K, K'), cells at the MHBC in Wnt5 loss-of-function embryos failed to undergo the
cell shape change, supporting our hypothesis (Fig. 3L, L'). 3D reconstruction of the cells
at the MHBC confirmed the lack of basal constriction in the Wnt5 morphant cells. While
the cells in the control morphants formed a wedge-shape and were fully basally
constricted, the cells in the Wnt5 morphants appeared columnar (Fig. 3M, N).
FAK is required specifically at the MBHCfor basal constriction
During basal constriction, the basal surface of cells at the MHBC must be
significantly remodeled. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a regulator of basal remodeling,
and its activation basally by autophosphorylation at Tyr397 is required for its
localization to focal adhesions and its interactions with a host of protein binding partners
(Parsons, 2003). We therefore hypothesized that autophosphorylated FAK would be
localized to the MBHC and required for basal constriction. An antibody specific to FAK
autophosphorylation stained both the apical and basal surfaces in the neural tube at 17,
21 and 24 hpf (Fig. 4A-C; Ridyard and Sanders, 1998). At 24 hpf, staining was enriched
at the basal surface of the MHB (Fig. 4C) and at somite boundaries (Fig. 4D; Tsuda et al.,
2010; Crawford et al., 2003).
Injection of a control morpholino did not affect morphogenesis of the MHB, but
injection of a splice-site morpholino targeting Ptk2.1, one of the two genes encoding FAK
in zebrafish, disrupted morphogenesis at the MHBC at 24 hpf (Fig. 4E, F; Crawford et
al., 2003). To determine whether this defect in MHB formation was due to a loss of
tissue specification, we performed in situ analysis offgf8 and pax2, two MHB patterning
markers. Both were strongly expressed at the MHB in control embryos, and this was
recapitulated in the FAK loss-of-function embryos (Fig. 4G-J), indicating that the defect
in these morphant embryos is not due to a defect in tissue patterning. We then assayed
live embryos by confocal microscopy co-injected with morpholino and memGFP and
found that basal constriction occurred normally in control embryos, but embryos lacking
FAK function failed to undergo the cell shape change (Fig. 4K, K', L, L'). 3D
reconstruction of the cells at the MHBC confirmed this phenotype (Fig. 4M, N).
Quantification indicated that the degree of basal constriction in the FAK morphants is
comparable to that of a 21 hpf wild-type embryo (compare quantification in Fig. 1Q to
Fig. 9G). This may be explained by retention of some FAK function, since injection of
higher levels of morpholino was toxic.
Loss of FAK function severely affects the gross morphology of the embryo (Fig.
4F). We wondered whether the loss of basal constriction was an indirect effect of FAK
loss-of-function elsewhere in the embryo or, more specifically, in the neural tube. To
address this, we transplanted cells from FAK morphant donors marked by memGFP into
control embryo hosts marked by membrane-bound Cherry (memCherry). Transplants
were completed just prior to shield stage (6 hpf) based on the fate map established by
Woo and Fraser (Woo et al., 1995), and the resulting chimeras were assayed for basal
constriction at 24 hpf. In all embryos assayed, the transplanted donor cells localized to
the host neural tube. Embryos in which control morphant cells were transplanted into
FAK morphant hosts were not viable.
Transplanting control donor cells into control hosts did not disrupt basal
constriction of either the donor or host cells, as shown by confocal and 3D reconstruction
(Fig. 40, 0, Q, host red cells outlined and 3D reconstructed in blue, donor green cells
outlined and 3D reconstructed in yellow). When transplanted to the MHBC, FAK donor
cells failed to undergo basal constriction as in the FAK morphant embryos (Fig. 4P, P', R,
donor green cells outlined and 3D reconstructed in yellow). Therefore, basal constriction
in these cells cannot be rescued by control cells elsewhere in the neural tube or elsewhere
in the embryo, indicating that FAK functions at the MHBC to drive basal constriction.
Single FAK donor cells failed to integrate into the neuroepithelium so could not be
assayed for basal constriction. Host cells at the MHBC in the mosaic embryos remained
competent for basal constriction even when immediately adjacent to cells lacking FAK
function (Fig. 4P, P', R, host red cells outlined and 3D reconstructed in blue). These data
suggest that FAK function is specifically required in the cells at the MHB undergoing
basal constriction.
FAK loss-of-function is specific and can be rescued by human FAK
To determine whether the morpholino targeting FAK is specific and FAK function
conserved, we co-injected mRNA encoding human FAK with the FAK morpholino.
Embryos co-injected with control morpholino and control mRNA appeared wild type
(Fig. 5A - a) Embryos injected with FAK morpholino exhibited either a mild or severe
phenotype. The mild phenotype exhibited a consistent tail morphology defect, but basal
constriction sometimes occurred normally (Fig. 5A - b). The severe phenotype was used
for confocal imaging of the MHBC to describe the effects of FAK on basal constriction, as
it always exhibits a basal constriction defect, as well as a severe tail defects (Fig. 5A - c).
Embryos with the severe morphology sometimes fail to complete neurulation. Embryos
were screened for a neurulation defect, and basal constriction was not assayed in
embryos exhibiting such defects. Injection of mRNA encoding human FAK
(hFAK) did not generate a noticeable phenotype (Fig. 5A - d). Co-injection of hFAK with
the FAK morpholino resulted in partially rescued embryos. In comparison to the severe
FAK loss-of-function embryos, hFAK mRNA rescued both the brain and tail phenotypes
to a significant degree (Fig. 5A - e). Co-injection with hFAK appears to rescue the tail
phenotype in comparison with mild FAK morphants. A noticeable change in the brain
phenotype was not observed by brightfield microscopy. This partial rescue result is
consistent with the data from rescues performed by other members of our lab on other
morpholinos (Chang and Sive, unpublished). The penetrance of the phenotype and the
mRNA rescue are quantified in Fig. 5B.
The FAK morpholino targets the splice site at the 3' end of exon 12. RT-PCR
confirmed mis-splicing and the formation of two new mRNA species (Fig. 5C). When
sequenced, these were identified as mRNA fragments containing wild type sequence
through exon 12 and the addition of a small amount of intronic sequence. In both cases,
nonsense mutations in the intronic inclusion resulted in truncated mRNA products
lacking the autophosphorylation site at Tyr397 required for FAK activation (Calalb et al.,
1995) (Fig. 5D).
Epithelial integrity is maintained in FAK loss-of-function embryos
FAK has been implicated in the formation and maintenance of epithelial integrity
both through its role in cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions (Avizienyte and Frame,
2005; Yano et al., 2004) and in its regulation of the basement membrane (Ilic et al.,
2004). FAK also regulates the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons (Gupton and Gertler,
2010; Mitra et al., 2005; Schober et al., 2007; Serrels et al., 2007; Tsuda et al., 2010; Wu
et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2003). It is possible that loss of basal constriction in FAK
morphants is due to loss of epithelial integrity. This is of particular concern since laminin
is required for basal constriction (Gutzman et al., 2008). As determined by
immunohistochemistry, laminin lines the neural tube in control embryos with no breaks
through the midbrain, hindbrain, and MHBC, forming a sharp point at the MHBC (Fig.
6A, A', A"). This staining is grossly normal in the FAK morphants (Fig. 6B). A few
distinct breaks in the staining suggest regions of laminin degradation. It appears that
cells in those regions may be extruding from the epithelium as indicated by the
movement of nuclei across the plane of the laminin staining (Fig. 6B', B"). However,
these breaks do not necessarily occur at the MHBC, suggesting that loss of basal
constriction in these embryos is not due to local disruption of the laminin. The actin
cytoskeleton, as shown by phalloidin staining, is enriched at the MHBC in control
morphants as previously published, and this enrichment is also observed in the FAK
morphants as compared to control embryos (Fig. 6D, D', E, E'; (Gutzman et al., 2008).
The microtubule cytoskeleton was assayed by live confocal imaging of GFP-p-tubulin-
injected embryos at 24 hpf. As in control embryos, the microtubule cytoskeleton in FAK
loss-of-function embryos exhibits apical-basal arrays (Fig. 6F, F', G, G'). ZO-1, a marker
of apical junctions (Gumbiner, 1987), is localized to the apical side of the
neuroepithelium similarly in control and FAK loss-of-function embryos (Fig. 6H, H', I,
I'), as is aPKC, a marker of cell polarity (Izumi et al., 1998) (Fig. 6J, J', K, K'). While we
cannot rule out subtle changes in epithelial cohesion or function resulting from loss of
FAK function, taken together, these data suggest that the loss of basal constriction in the
FAK loss-of-function embryos is unlikely to be due to a general loss of epithelial
integrity.
FAK may not regulate maturefocal adhesions during basal constriction
According to its published functions and localization in other systems, we
hypothesized that FAK staining would correspond to focal adhesions in the neural tube
(Schaller et al., 1992). Vinculin is a structural adapter protein localized to focal adhesions
early in their development and important for actin binding at adhesions (Carisey and
Ballestrem). Surprisingly, vinculin was not visible by antibody staining in the neural
tube at 24 hpf, though it does stain at the somite boundaries in the same embryos (Fig.
7A). This was repeated at 48 hpf (Fig. 7B). By 72 hpf, staining showed vinculin
enrichment both at the MHB and in the retina, as well as at the somite boundaries (Fig.
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7C). We also stained with an antibody specific to FAK phosphorylated at Tyr861, a target
of Src phosphorylation signaling at adhesions (Crawford et al., 2003; Mitra et al., 2005).
Again, staining failed to detect the phospho-protein in the brain at 24 hpf, though the
antibody stained at somite boundaries in the same embryos (Fig. 7D). At 48 hpf, faint
staining was visible in the retina with strong staining in the somites (Fig. 7E). Not until
72 hpf was staining visible in the brain, where it was again enriched at the MHB and in
the retina as for vinculin (Fig. 7F). These data suggest that mature focal adhesions may
not be established in the brain during MHBC morphogenesis and basal constriction. In
conjunction with the data showing that loss of FAK does not disrupt epithelial integrity
in the neural tube, these data lead us to consider other ways in which FAK might be
regulating basal constriction.
Wnt5 may be required for localization of activated FAK at the MHB
Wnt5 has previously been shown to regulate focal adhesion dynamics upstream
of Dishevelled and to promote activation of FAK in migrating cells (Kurayoshi et al.,
2006; Matsumoto et al., 2010). We have shown in this study that FAK and Wnt5 are both
required for basal constriction at the MHBC. This led us to hypothesize that Wnt5
regulates basal constriction through the downstream activation of FAK, in which case
FAK activation at the MHBC would be lost in Wnt5 loss-of-function embryos. Consistent
with this hypothesis, autophosphorylated FAK is enriched at the MHB and the somite
boundaries in control embryos at 24 hpf, as described above (Fig. 8A, A'). Preliminary
experiments suggest that enrichment at the MHB and possibly at the somite boundaries
may be lost in embryos injected with Wnt5 morpholino (Fig. 8B, B'). These data would
suggest that FAK activation at the MHBC is dependent upon Wnt5. We are currently
planning a control experiment to test whether rescue of the Wnt5 loss-of-function
phenotype by co-injection with mRNA also will rescue the phospho-FAK enrichment at
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the MHBC. An additional experiment will test whether downregulation of FAK
phosphorylation in Wnt5 loss-of-function embryos can be detected and quantified by
Western blot. Present data indicate an intriguing result consistent with a model in which
FAK acts downstream of Wnt5 to regulate basal constriction.
Wnt5 and FAK signal through Gsk3pi to regulate basal constriction
Gsk3p is a constitutively active kinase that acts as an inhibitor of canonical Wnt
signaling. In complex with APC and Axin, Gsk3p phosphorylates p-catenin, the
downstream canonical Wnt effector. This prevents its cytoplasmic accumulation, nuclear
translocation, and transcriptional activity (Doble and Woodgett, 2003). In other
contexts, Gsk3p regulates the microtubule cytoskeleton in p-catenin-independent
pathways, often referred to as non-canonical Wnt signaling (Ciani et al., 2004; van
Amerongen and Nusse, 2009). Gsk3 has also recently been shown to signal
downstream of Wnt5, a ligand generally thought to activate non-canonical Wnt signaling
(Terrand et al., 2009; Torii et al., 2008). Wnt5 primarily signals through Rho and Jnk,
independent of the canonical, or p-catenin-dependent, Wnt pathway (Hardy et al., 2008;
Kilian et al., 2003; Wallingford et al., 2001; Westfall et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006).
However, recent data from Hydra suggests that, during evagination, Wnt5 may also be
involved with cross-talk between the canonical and non-canonical Wnt signaling
pathways (Philipp et al., 2009). Given the interplay between Wnt5 and Gsk3p, we
hypothesized that inhibition of Gsk3p by Wnt5 might be required for basal constriction.
To test this hypothesis, we used a kinase-dead Gsk3p (dnGsk3p), which acts as a well-
characterized dominant-negative during embryogenesis (Pierce and Kimelman, 1995;
Torres et al., 1999; Yost et al., 1996).
Injection of control morpholino and memGFP control mRNA resulted in wild
type MHBC morphogenesis and basal constriction (Fig. 9A, B, B'). Injection of low levels
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of mRNA encoding dnGsk3p resulted in a posteriorized head most noticeably
characterized by an eyeless phenotype (Fig. 9C). Basal constriction occurred normally in
these embryos (Fig. 9D, D'). Injection of Wnt5 morpholino prevented basal constriction
at the MHBC as described above (Fig. 9E, F, F'). Supporting our hypothesis,
overexpression of dnGsk3p rescued the loss of basal constriction in Wnt5 morphants
(Fig. 9G, H, H'). Quantification of basal constriction in these embryos confirmed the
phenotype (Fig. 9M). A histogram describing quantification of the rescue is shown in Fig.
9R.
FAK is an important signaling kinase in addition to its role as a scaffolding
protein in focal adhesions (Giancotti and Ruoslahti, 1999). It is a known regulator of
Gsk3p as part of insulin signaling through the PI3K/Akt pathway (Huang et al., 2009;
Huang et al., 2002) and signals downstream of Dishevelled, indicative of a role in Wnt
signaling (Cohen et al., 2002). Given that both Wnt5 and FAK are required for basal
constriction, and that Gsk3p is one of the few proteins of which they share regulation, we
hypothesized that FAK might also regulate basal constriction through signaling with
Gsk3O.
As also shown above, FAK loss-of-function resulted in embryos with truncated,
up-turned tails and loss of basal constriction at the MHBC (Fig. 91, J, J'). Co-injection of
FAK morpholino and dnGsk3p mRNA resulted in a completely rescued embryo.
Remarkably, both the basal constriction and tail defects from the FAK morphant
embryos were rescued in addition to the loss of eyes in the embryos injected with
dnGsk3p mRNA (Fig. 9C, D, D', K, L, L'). Quantification of the basal width of these
embryos confirmed the phenotype (Fig. 9M). A histogram describing quantification of
the rescue is shown in Fig. 9S.
To address whether this rescue was a response to non-specific modulation of
Gsk3p signaling, we tested whether overexpression of wild type Gsk3p mRNA was also
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capable of rescue. Control morpholino did not disrupt MHB morphogenesis (Fig. 9N.)
Overexpression of Gsk3p by mRNA injection caused significant disruption of the
embryo, including a neurulation defect (Fig. 90). FAK morpholino injection caused
malformation of the MHB and a tail extension defect, as described above (Fig. 9P). When
co-injected with FAK morpholino, Gsk3p mRNA failed to rescue the neural tube or tail
defects (Fig. 9Q). Quantification of these data are described by a histogram in Fig. 9T).
This suggests that the rescue of basal constriction in FAK loss-of-function embryos is
specific to the downregulation of Gsk3P.
In total, these data are consistent with a model in which Gsk30 regulates basal
constriction downstream of Wnt5 activation of FAK.
FAK signaling to Gsk3fl is independent ofAkt
The best characterized signaling pathway connecting FAK to Gsk3p is through
Akt (Huang et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2002). In this pathway, FAK phosphorylates and
activates Akt, which then phosphorylates Gsk3p, inhibiting it. Akt is activated by
phosphorylation at Thr3o8 in the activation loop of its kinase domain and Ser473, in the
C-terminal hydrophobic motif (Vanhaesebroeck and Alessi, 2000). Mutation of these
phosphorylation sites to alanine results in a dominant-negative Akt (Kotani et al., 1999).
Myristolation causes constitutive membrane-localization of Akt, which results in a
constitutively active protein (Ramaswamy et al., 1999). Because FAK positively regulates
basal constriction, and its loss can be rescued by Gsk3p, we hypothesized that Akt would
also positively regulate basal constriction. In this case, loss of Akt function would be
expected to disrupt MHB morphogenesis, and constitutively active Akt would be
expected to rescue the MHB defect in FAK morphant embryos. Counter to our
hypothesis, overexpression of dominant negative Akt (dnAkt) exhibited a curled tail in
comparison to control embryos, but a normal MHB, suggesting that Akt may not be
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required for MHB morphogenesis (Fig. 10A - a, b). Overexpression of constitutively
active Akt (caAkt) caused a slight defect in ventricle inflation in comparison to control or
FAK morphant embryos, but a relatively normal MHB (Fig. 1oB - a, b, c). Co-injection of
caAkt with the FAK morpholino resulted in embryos with an abnormal MHB and tail,
like the FAK morphants, but lacking complete ventricle inflation similar to the caAkt-
injected embryos (Fig. 1oB - d). Thus, we concluded that caAkt was unable to rescue the
MHB defect. These data suggest that FAK is unlikely to inhibit Gsk3p and regulate MHB
morphogenesis through Akt.
DISCUSSION
Basal constriction at the MHBC
The zebrafish MHBC is shaped by folding of the basal surface of the
neuroepithelium during which a small subset of cells at the point of deepest constriction
sequentially shorten, constrict basally, and expand apically (Gutzman et al., 2008). 3D
reconstruction now shows that basal constriction results in wedge-shaped cells with the
constriction occurring in the anterior-posterior plane and not in the dorso-ventral plane.
While we had previously established that cell shortening occurs prior to basal
constriction and that basal constriction can occur even in the absence of apical
expansion, we have now shown that apical expansion occurs only after the completion of
basal constriction. This supports our previous conclusion that basal constriction, and not
apical expansion, is an active process necessary to form the MHBC. It is possible,
however, that basal constriction is dependent on the earlier cell shortening. Cell
shortening occurs normally in laminin mutants, which suggests that cell-matrix adhesion
may not be required for the process (Gutzman et al., 2008). Preliminary data from our
lab suggests that non-muscle myosin II may be required for cell shortening (Gutzman,
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unpublished), but we have not yet tested whether the additional factors shown to be
required for basal constriction are also required for cell shortening.
Wnt5 in MHBC Morphogenesis
The signal required to position the MHBC and initiate basal constriction was
previously unknown. Signaling through both the Fgf and canonical Wnt pathways is
spatially restricted to the MHB, but not to the basally constricting cells (Buckles et al.,
2004; Lekven et al., 2003; Reifers et al., 1998). Moreover, these genes are first expressed
early in neurulation (Lun and Brand, 1998). Temporally specific inhibition of these
pathways suggests that this signaling is not additionally required for MHBC
morphogenesis. Localization of laminin, the only previously identified regulator of basal
constriction, is not spatially or temporally restricted in the neural tube (Gutzman et al.,
2008), leaving open the question of the upstream signal driving basal constriction. In
this study, we show that Wnt5 is expressed specifically at the MHBC during
morphogenesis and is required for basal constriction. Previously published data
indicates that this expression is not present in the neural tube until the onset of
morphogenesis at 18 hpf (Thisse et al., 2004). This suggests that Wnt5 may be the
instructive signal positioning and initiating MHBC morphogenesis. While these
experiments establish that Wnt5 is required for basal constriction, we have not yet
determined if this signal is sufficient.
The role of cell-matrix interactions
We show here that FAK is required for basal constriction at the MHBC.
Considering the additional requirement for laminin, this suggests an important role of
cell-matrix adhesion in the process. Interactions between FAK and laminin have
generally been at focal adhesions where they are connected by integrins, also previously
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shown to play a role in basal constriction (Li et al., 2002; Parsons, 2003; Schock and
Perrimon, 2002; Wederell and de Iongh, 2006). While immunostaining suggests that
mature focal adhesions may not be present in the neural tube during this stage of
development, there may be nascent cell-matrix adhesions that do not yet contain the two
markers for which we stained. Staining for other focal adhesion components was not
successful. Alternatively, FAK may be primarily required as a signal transducer during
basal constriction. This is supported by the fact that it can be rescued by inhibition of
another signaling component, Gsk3p. However, if this is the case, it is unclear how or if
this signaling is connected to laminin, leaving the loss of basal constriction in laminin
mutants unexplained.
The physical process of basal constriction
What directs basal constriction downstream of Wnt5, FAK, and Gsk3p? During
basal constriction, the basal cell surface decreases, requiring that the attachment of the
cell to the underlying extracellular matrix be remodeled, reducing adhesion to shrink the
basal surface while retaining enough adhesion to maintain epithelial integrity and
prevent apoptosis (Frisch et al., 1996). A model for maintaining this balance can be
found in migrating cells. Migration requires binding to the substrate at the leading edge
and release at the rear of the cell to allow the cell to pull itself forward over the substrate
(Parsons et al., 2010). Disassembly of focal adhesions at the rear of the cell is driven by
dynamin-mediated endocytosis in response to microtubule contacts; this is dependent
on FAK (Ezratty et al., 2005). Intriguingly, Gsk3p phosphorylates dynamin, a primary
mediator of endocytosis (Clayton et al., 2010). Together, these data suggest that
endocytosis might be regulated by Wnt/FAK/Gsk3p to remodel the basal cell surface
during basal constriction.
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Model: A signaling pathway to regulate basal constriction
A model for regulation of basal constriction consistent with the data presented
here is diagrammed in Fig. 11. In this model, Wnt5 signals to activate FAK. FAK then
inhibits Gsk3p, possibly through an unidentified intermediate. This inhibition of Gsk3p
promotes basal constriction. These components are unlikely to compose a complete
pathway. Wnt5 activation of FAK presumably would require a receptor to connect the
extracellular ligand with the intracellular kinase, though this receptor is unknown
(Parsons, 2003; Wodarz and Nusse, 1998). Wnt5 signals through both Frizzled2 and Ryk
in different developmental contexts, and one or both may be acting to regulate basal
constriction (Lin et al., 2010; Kilian et al., 2003). Identifying the receptor for Wnt5
during basal constriction will provide useful clues about the downstream pathway.
Regulators of basal constriction downstream of Gsk3p are also unknown. It is
possible that Gsk3p could activate p-catenin, as in canonical Wnt signaling (Cadigan and
Liu, 2006). However, Dkki is an inhibitor of p-catenin-mediated Wnt signaling, and it
does not inhibit MHBC morphogenesis (Kazanskaya et al., 2000; Stoick-Cooper et al.,
2007). Rho, Rac and Jnk all participate in Wnt signal transduction to regulate the
cytoskeleton and cell shape changes (Angers and Moon, 2009; Schlessinger et al., 2009;
van Amerongen and Nusse, 2009). Future analyses will determine the role of these
regulators in basal constriction.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1 Basal constriction at the zebrafish MHBC occurs after prior to apical
expansion and results in wedge-shaped cells
(A - D) Schematics of wild type (WT) MHBC formation. (E - H') Live scanning confocal
imaging of wild type embryos injected with memGFP mRNA at the one cell stage and
imaged at 17, 21, 23/24 and 24/25 hpf (n > 8 embryos each stage). Cells at the MHBC are
outlined. (E, E') At 17 hpf, cells at the MHBC are similar in shape to those surrounding.
(F, F') At 21 hpf, cells at the MHBC have shortened (Gutzman et al., 2008). (G, G') At
23/24 hpf, cells at the MHBC are constricted basally. (H, H') at 24/25 hpf, basally
constricted cells have also expanded apically. (I-L) 3D reconstruction of cells using 3D
Doctor (Able Software) (n = 2-3 cells from each of 3 embryos). Each reconstruction is
shown next to a 450 rotation of the same image. (I) Columnar epithelial cells at the
MHBC at 17 hpf are relatively uniform in shape when rotated. (J) At 21 hpf, cells at the
MHBC have shortened and begun to constrict basally along their dorso-ventral axis. (K)
At 23/24 hpf, basal constriction is complete in cells at the MHBC and these cells have
become wedge-shaped. (L) At 24/25 hpf, cells at the MHBC have expanded apically. (M)
Histogram comparing the basal width of cells at each time point. Six cells in each of three
embryos were measured for each time point. The basal width decreases progressively
over time. Basal constriction is completed by 23/24 hpf. Anterior is left. Arrowheads
indicate the MHBC. MB, midbrain. HB, hindbrain. Error bars reflect standard deviation.
Scale bars: E-H' = 9 m
Fig. 2 Early patterning genes are not required for later MHBC
morphogenesis
(A - H) Brightfield images of the MHBC at 24 hpf. Arrowheads mark MHBC. (A) Wild
type control embryo; untreated. (B) Wild type embryo; treated with heat shock 10-12 hpf.
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(C)fgf8 mutant embryo;, untreated. (D) pax2a mutant embryo, untreated. (E)
Transgenic line expressing dnFgfRi and GFP under control of a bi-directional heat shock
promoter (Tg(GFP::hs::dnFgfRi)); treated with heat shock 10-12 hpf. Treatment
recapitulatesfgf8 mutant phenotype. (F) Transgenic line expressing Dkki-GFP under
control of a heat shock promoter (Tg(hs::Dkki-GFP)); treated 10 12 hpf. Treatment
recapitulates pax2a mutant phenotype. (G) Tg(GFP::hs::dnFgfRi); treated with heat
shock 17-19 hpf. Does not affect MHBC morphogenesis. (H) Tg(hs::Dkki-GFP); treated
with heat shock 17-19 hpf. Does not affect MHBC morphogenesis. Anterior is left.
Arrowheads mark the MHBC. Scale bars: A-H = 1oom
Fig. 3 Wnt5 is expressed at the MHBC during morphogenesis and is
required for basal constriction
(A - D) In situ hybridization of wnt5 in wild type embryos. Embryos were stained, flat-
mounted in glycerol and imaged with a compound light microscope. (A, B) wnt5 is
expressed at the MHBC at 18 and 21 hpf. (C) wnt5 is expressed in and just posterior to
the basally constricted cells at the MHBC at 24 hpf. (D) Sense control at 24 hpf shows no
staining. (E - F) Brightfield images of morpholino injected embryos at 24 hpf. Boxed
region is enlarged below. (E) Embryos injected with control MO exhibit normal MHBC
morphogenesis. (F) Embryos injected with Wnt5 MO exhibit morphological defects at
the MHBC and in the tail. (G - J) in situ hybridization of patterning controls,fgf8 and
pax2a are expressed at the MHBC at 18 hpf in control embryos (G, I) and Wnt5
morphants (H, J). (K - L') Embryos were co-injected with memGFP mRNA and MO (n =
10). Three cells at the MHBC are outlined. (K, K') Cells at the MHBC undergo basal
constriction in control embryos. (L, L') Cells at the MHBC fail to undergo basal
constriction in Wnt5 morphants. (M, N) Two cells in each of three embryos were
reconstructed in 3D using 3D Doctor (Able Software). Reconstructed cell shown is
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outlined in red above and rotated 450 to show side view. (M) MHBC cell in control
embryo is constricted basally and wedge-shaped. (N) MHBC cell in Wnt5 morphants
embryo is columnar. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC. MB, midbrain. HB,
hindbrain. Error bars reflect standard deviation. Scale bars: E-F = 1oo m; K-L' = 26[tm
Fig. 4 Activated focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is enriched at the MHBC and
is required locally for basal constriction
(A - D) Wild type embryos were stained with anti-phospho-FAKY397 antibody, flat
mounted in glycerol, and imaged by scanning confocal microscopy. (A, B) phospho-
FAKY397is localized at the basal and apical sides of the neural tube at 18 and 21 hpf. (C)
This staining is enriched at the MHBC at 24 hpf. (D) phospho-FAKY397 is localized to
somite boundaries at 24 hpf. (E , F) Brightfield images of morphants at 24 hpf. Boxed
region is enlarged below. (E) Control morphants exhibit normal MHBC morphogenesis.
(F) FAK morphants exhibit morphological defects at the MHBC and in the tail. (G-J) in
situ hybridization of patterning controls,fgf8 and pax2a are expressed at the MHBC at
18 hpf in control embryos (G, I) and FAK morphants (H, J). (K-L') Embryos were co-
injected with memGFP mRNA and MO (n = 1o). Three cells at the MHBC are outlined.
(K, K') Cells at the MHBC undergo basal constriction in control embryos. (L, L') Cells at
the MHBC fail to undergo basal constriction in FAK morphants. (M, N) Two cells in each
of three embryos were reconstructed in 3D using 3D Doctor (Able Software).
Reconstructed cell shown is outlined in red above and rotated 45' to show side view. (M)
MHBC cell in control embryo is constricted basally and wedge-shaped. (N) MHBC cell in
FAK morphant embryo is somewhat constricted at the basal surface, similar to WT
embryos at 21 hpf (see Fig. 1J). (0 - P') Mosaic analysis of FAK loss-of-function.
Embryos were co-injected with memGFP (donor) or memCherry (host) and control or
FAK MO. Cells from donor embryos were transplanted at sphere stage into host embryos
at shield stage (n = 4). Donor cells are outlined in yellow and host cells in blue. All cells
were targeted to the neural tube. (0, 0') Control donor and host cells basally constricted
normally when transplanted to the MHBC. (P, P') Cells from FAK morphants donors
transplanted into control hosts failed to undergo basal constriction at the MHBC. Basal
constriction occurred normally in control host cells, even when immediately adjacent to
FAK morphant donor cells. Arrow marks host cell outlined in (P'). (P) In the corner box,
a more ventral slice shows the same cell more clearly. (Q) Two cells in each of three
embryos were reconstructed in 3D as in (N, M). Reconstructed cells are those outlined in
the same color above. Control cells undergo basal constriction and become wedge-
shaped in all cases. FAK morphant donor cells fail to undergo basal constriction, as in
FAK morphants. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC. MB, midbrain. HB,
hindbrain. Scale bars: A-C = 20[tm; E-F = 70o m; K-L', 0', P' = 13pm; 0, P = 24tm
Fig. 5 FAK morpholino phenotype can be rescued and generates aberrant
mRNA products
(A) Brightfield images at 24 hpf show rescue of FAK morphants with co-injection of
human FAK mRNA. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC. (a) Control MO
embryo. (b, c) FAK MO injection generates mild and severe phenotypes. (d) Co-injection
of human FAK mRNA with control MO did not affect morphogenesis. (e) FAK
morphants were rescued by co-injection of human FAK mRNA at the one-cell stage. (B)
Histogram shows quantification of the rescue by percent of embryos exhibiting wild type
(WT), mild FAK morphant or severe FAK morphant phenotypes (n > 48 embryos for
each condition). (C) RT-PCR from control and FAK morphants embryo. FAK MO
injection results in total loss of the wild type mRNA product and two truncated mRNA
products. (D) Aberrant mRNA products were caused by intronic inclusions resulting in
early nonsense codons. Schematics describe the basic structure of the FAK protein with
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corresponding schematics for each truncation. In both cases, the truncation eliminates
the necessary autophosphorylation site at Y397. Scale bars: A - a-e: 1ootm
Fig. 6 Epithelial integrity and cytoskeleton are intact in FAK loss-of-
function embryos
(A-C") Embryos fixed at 24 hpf were stained with anti-laminin antibody (green) and
propidium iodide (red) to mark the nuclei, flat-mounted in glycerol, and imaged by
scanning confocal microscopy. Regions boxed above are enlarged below. (A, A', A")
Laminin staining is continuous at the basal surface in control embryos. (B - C") Two
FAK morphants shown. Laminin staining is generally intact with small breaks. Cell
nuclei cross the laminin staining suggesting extrusion from the epithelium. Arrows
indicate nuclei crossing the line of the laminin staining. (D - E') Phalloidin stains actin
in embryos fixed at 24 hpf. Regions boxed above are enlarged below. Actin is enriched at
the basally constricting cells in control and FAK morphants. (F - G') Embryos injected
with GFP-tubulin mRNA were imaged at 24 hpf. Images are full stacks reconstructed
using Imaris (Bitplane). Microtubules are oriented in apical-basal arrays. (H, I) Antibody
staining for ZO-1 (green) marks the apical junctions, localized at the apical epithelial
surface. Propidium iodide (red) stains the nuclei. (H', I') ZO-1 staining without
propidium iodide. Arrows mark small regions of aberrant ZO-1 staining, but junctions
appear grossly intact. (J - K') aPKC antibody staining indicates that cell polarity is not
disrupted in FAK morphants. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC. Scale bars:
A-C" = 30otm; D-E' = 351Am; F-G' = 20tm; H-I' = 35[pm; J-K' = 251Lm
Fig. 7 Focal adhesion markers are not present in neural tube during basal
constriction
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(A - C) Wild type embryos stained with anti-vinculin antibody (green). Propidium iodide
stains nuclei (red). (A, B) Vinculin staining is not present in the brain at 24 or 48 hpf, but
marks somite boundaries in the same embryos. (C) Vinculin stains the brain and somite
boundaries at 72 hpf. (D - F) Wild type embryos stained with anti-phospho-FAKY61
antibody (green). Propidium iodide stains nuclei (red). (A, B) phospho-FAKY61 staining
is not present in the brain at 24 or 48 hpf, but marks somite boundaries in the same
embryos. (C) phospho-FAKYs61 stains the brain and somite boundaries at 72 hpf. Scale
bars: brain A, D = 8o0pm; B, E = 70otm; C, F = 70opm; somites A, D = 85Itm; B, E = 80[m;
C,F = 125Lm
Fig. 8 FAKphosphorylation at the MHBC is dependent on Wnt5
(A, B) Wild type embryos fixed at 24 hpf and stained for phospho-FAKY397, flat-mounted
in glycerol, and imaged by scanning confocal microscopy (n >8 each condition). (A)
phospho-FAKY397staining is enriched at the MHBC and the somite boundaries in control
morphants. (B) phospho-FAKY397enrichment at the MHBC is lost and all other staining
reduced in Wnt5 morphants. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC. Scale bars:
brain A, B = 25ptm; somites A, B = 45pm
Fig. 9 Overexpression of dnGsk3pi rescues basal constriction in Wnt5 and
FAK loss-of-function embryos
(A, C, E, G, I, K) Brightfield images of embryos at 24 hpf co-injected with morpholino
and mRNA as described. (B, B', D, D', F, F', H, H', J, J', L, L') Embryos co-injected with
morpholino and mRNA as described with additional memGFP for imaging. Three cells at
the MHBC are outlined below. (A, B, B') Control morphants co-injected with control
mRNA exhibit normal MHBC morphogenesis and basal constriction (n = 6). (C, D, D')
Control morphants co-injected with dnGsk3p mRNA exhibit an eyeless phenotype, but
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undergo basal constriction normally (n = 9). (E, F, F') Wnt5 morphants co-injected with
control mRNA exhibit abnormal MHBC morphogenesis, tail defects, and fail to undergo
basal constriction (n = 6). (G, H, H') Wnt5 morphants co-injected with dnGsk3p mRNA
exhibit a loss of eyes and tail defects, but basal constriction occurs normally (n = 6). (I, J,
J') FAK morphants co-injected with control mRNA exhibit abnormal MHBC
morphogenesis, tail defects, and fail to undergo basal constriction (n = 7). (K, L, L') FAK
morphants co-injected with dnGsk3p mRNA have eyes, normal tail morphology, and
undergo basal constriction (n = 9). (M) Histogram describes quantification of basal
width of these embryos (6 cells in each of 3 embryos each condition). (N - Q)
Overexpression of Gsk3p fails to rescue MHBC morphogenesis defect in FAK morphants.
(N) Control morphants co-injected with control mRNA exhibit normal MHBC
morphogenesis. (0) Control morphants co-injected with Gsk3p mRNA exhibit
neurulation defects and a malformed tail. (P) FAK morphants co-injected with control
mRNA exhibit abnormal MHBC morphogenesis and a malformed tail. (Q) FAK
morphants co-injected with Gsk3p mRNA exhibit gross morphology defects throughout
the embryo, including the MHBC. (R - T) Histograms describe quantification in terms of
normal and abnormal embryos. Co-injection with dnGsk3p mRNA rescues the Wnt5 and
FAK morphant phenotypes. Co-injection of Gsk3p mRNA fails to rescue the FAK
morphant phenotypes (n > 25 embryos each condition). Anterior is left. Arrowheads
mark the MHBC. MB, midbrain. HB, hindbrain. Scale bars: A, C, E, G, I, K, N-Q =
1oom; B, D, F, H, J, L = 26[Lm; B', D', F', H', J', L' = 13[tm
Fig. 10 FAK does not appear to regulate basal constriction through
signaling to Akt
(A) Loss of Akt does not prevent MHBC morphogenesis. Brightfield images of embryos
at 24 hpf. (a) Control mRNA-injected embryos exhibit normal MHBC morphology. (b)
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Embryos injected with 400 pg dominant-negative Akt (dnAkt) mRNA have a curved tail,
but normal MHBC morphology. (B) Constitutively-active Akt (caAkt) does not rescue
MHBC morphogenesis in FAK morphants. (a) Control morphants co-injected with
control mRNA exhibit normal MHBC morphogenesis. (b) Control morphants co-injected
with caAkt mRNA exhibit a neurulation defect characterized by tissue folds within the
brain ventricles. (c) FAK morphants exhibit abnormal MHBC and tail morphogenesis.
(d) FAK morphants co-injected with caAkt lose all brain ventricle morphology, fail to
form an MHBC, and exhibit tail defects. Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC.
Scale bars: A-B = 1oom
Fig. 11 Model: Regulation of Basal Constriction
Shown here is a diagram of one possible model describing the regulation of basal
constriction at the MHBC consistent with results presented here. Wnt5 activates FAK via
signaling through an unknown receptor. This promotes basal constriction by
downregulating Gsk3@.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
This work was completed solely by me, aided by helpful discussions with Jennifer
Gutzman.
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, I have established basal constriction as a mechanism of epithelial
morphogenesis during MHBC formation in zebrafish. This process is dependent on
laminin and requires Wnt5, FAK, and the subsequent inhibition of Gsk3p with
preliminary results suggesting that Wnt5 may be upstream of FAK. However, many
questions remain about this newly described mechanism of epithelial morphogenesis. In
this chapter, I address some of the most salient questions and propose experiments by
which to answer them.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Further analysis of the pathway regulating basal constriction
I have identified the first known regulators of basal constriction, but further
analysis is needed to describe the interactions between the known players and identify
the full complement of pathway components. I would hypothesize that Wnt5 signals
through a receptor to activate intracellular FAK, an non-receptor kinase, to regulate
basal constriction. Wnt5 is known to signal through both Frizzled-2, a well established
Wnt signaling receptor, and an alternate receptor, Ryk, to activate distinct downstream
signaling pathways (Harris and Beckendorf, 2007; Lin et al., 2010). Wnt5 signaling
through Ryk activates Src family tyrosine-kinases during axon pathfinding in Drosophila
(Wouda et al., 2008), while Wnt5 signaling through both Ryk and Fz2 drives directional
cell migration during convergent extension in zebrafish gastrulation (Kilian et al., 2003;
Lin et al., 2010). If Wnt5 signaling through Frz2 is required for basal constriction, then
injection of a morpholino targeting Frz2 (Kilian et al., 2003) would be expected to
phenocopy the Wnt5 loss-of-function basal constriction phenotype. Signaling of Wnt5
through the Ryk receptor could be similarly tested with a Ryk morpholino (Lin et al.,
2010). In either case, the role of the identified receptor in this pathway could be
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confirmed by rescue of basal constriction in the loss-of-function embryos by
overexpression of dominant-negative Gsk3P (Pierce and Kimelman, 1995).
I have also not identified how Wnt5 and FAK inhibit Gsk3p. Gsk3p is generally
inhibited by phosphorylation at Serg; this suggests a hypothesis that Ser9
phosphorylation would be lost in Wnt5 and FAK loss-of-function embryos. This could be
tested by Western analysis comparing the levels of Gsk3P Ser9 phosphorylation in the
brain tissue of control and morphant embryos. Preliminary experiments have been
inconclusive. Gsk3 also appears to be regulated in a phosphorylation-independent
manner since a knock-in mouse lacking the inhibitory phosphorylation site develops
normally (Hur and Zhou, 2010).
Which brain regions are comp etent for basal constriction? Is Wnt5
sufficient to initiate basal constriction?
As shown in chapter 3, the specificity of the wnt5 expression pattern and its loss-
of-function phenotype are consistent with it signaling to position and initiate basal
constriction at the MHBC. These data do not address whether wnt5 expression is a
sufficient signal or whether additional factors determine competence for basal
constriction. It has previously been shown that regions in the midbrain are competent
for formation of an ectopic MHBC, but basal constriction has not been examined in this
case (Crossley et al., 1996; Martinez et al., 1999). Wild type wnt5 expression is restricted
to a narrow band of tissue (though it is not clear exactly where the signal lies relative to
basally constricting cells) and is required for basal constriction in a set of 3-4 cells
approximately 10 cells deep on each side of the neural tube (~70 cells total). If wnt5 is
sufficient for basal constriction at the MHBC and a larger region of cells is competent for
basal constriction, then expanding the expression domain of wnt5 in the anterior-
posterior dimension would result in a wider band of basally constricted cells at the
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MHBC - perhaps 5-7 cells instead of 3-4. This hypothesis could be tested by ectopically
expressing wnt5 in an expanded region over the MHBC. engrailed2b (eng2b) is
expressed in a larger domain of the MHBC and posterior midbrain (Thisse et al., 2004).
Expression of wnt5 under control of the eng2b promoter would expand its expression
domain. A larger number of basally constricted cells at the MHBC would suggest that a
larger domain of cells are competent for basal constriction and that wnt5 expression is
sufficient to drive the process. A negative result would suggest that either wnt5 is
insufficient to initiate basal constriction or that the cells near the MHBC are incompetent
for basal constriction. However, a positive result would suggest that wnt5 expression is
sufficient to induce basal constriction at the MHBC. In this case, ectopic expression
under control of additional promoters with region-specific brain expression could be
used to address whether other regions of the developing brain are also competent for
basal constriction.
Regulation of basal constriction by laminin
I have not yet determined whether the Wnt5, FAK, and Gsk3p regulatory pathway
is affected by laminin, also shown to be required for basal constriction. The extracellular
matrix is an important regulator of growth factor signaling (reviewed in (Walker et al.,
2005). Therefore, I would hypothesize that laminin is required for Wnt5 activation of
FAK upstream of Gsk3p. The activation of FAK by laminin could be tested by assaying
for FAK autophosphorylation in laminin mutants. A decrease in FAK phosphorylation at
the MHBC in the laminin mutants would support the hypothesis. If Gsk3p were inhibited
by phosphorylation downstream of Wnt5 and FAK and acts downstream of laminin, then
Gsk3p phosphorylation at Ser9 would be decreased in laminin mutants. This could be
assayed by comparative Western, as described above. This hypothesis could also be
tested by attempting rescue of basal constriction in the laminin mutants by
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overexpression of constitutively-active FAK (Shi et al., 2009) or dominant-negative
Gsk3@ (Pierce and Kimelman, 1995). If laminin acts upstream of Wnt5/FAK/Gsk3p
signaling, then overexpression of either of these constructs would be expected to rescue
the loss of basal constriction in the laminin mutants.
Identifying new regulators of basal constriction at the MHBC
What other components regulate basal constriction at the MHBC? The regulators
identified in this study were found using candidate analysis. While this has proven
successful, a less targeted approach would likely identify both additional regulators and
proteins of previously unidentified function required for this process. Basal constriction
is spatially restricted to a very small number of cells. This suggests that they are
regulated by signals that are also spatially restricted. I would hypothesize that the
protein composition of the basally constricting cells as well as the phosphorylation state
of the relevant regulators would be different in the basally constricting cells both in
comparison to other neural cells in wild type embryos and in comparison to cells that fail
to undergo basal constriction such as in the Wnt5 or FAK loss-of-function embryos.
Comparative mass spectrometry is an unbiased approach that could be used to identify
proteins specifically phosphorylated during basal constriction. Assuming this
phosphorylation altered their activity, these would be candidate regulators of the process
(Lemeer et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2009). A proteomic sample from the MHBC could be
prepared by locally activating a UJV-sensitive dye, such as Kaede, followed by FACS
sorting to separate the fluorescent MHBC cells from the rest of the embryo (Pyati et al.,
2006; Shkumatava et al., 2009). As a comparison sample, neural cells could be FACS-
sorted from a line expressing GFP from a neural-specific promoter such as miR124
(Shkumatava et al., 2009). Proteins revealed by mass spectrometry to be differentially
present or differentially phosphorylated in the MHBC cells would be excellent candidates
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for further study as regulators of basal constriction. It is possible, however, that there
would not be sufficient resolution in the photo-activation of the Kaede dye to
differentiate between the proteins present in the basally constricting cells as compared to
other neural cells. In this case, temporally-specific knockdown of known basal
constriction regulators (Wnt5 or FAK) could be used to compare the protein composition
in these loss-of-function cells to the surrounding tissue. In collaboration with Dr. James
Chen, we are designing photo-activatable morpholinos that can be activated in a
temporally- and spatially-restricted manner. Once these photo-activatable morpholinos
have been optimized, activation of Kaede dye in MHBC cells during basal constriction
could be coordinated with activation of morpholinos that target Wnt5 or FAK. FACS
sorting of these cells followed by mass spectrometry could be used to identify
components that are differentially expressed or phosphorylated in the absence of the
targeted proteins. The proteins identified in this assay could either be used as
confirmation of those identified in the previous assay or could substitute in the case of
ambiguous results in the first experiment described.
A connection with microtubules
In appendix 1, I show that depolymerization of microtubules just prior to
morphogenesis inhibits basal constriction at the MHBC. Wnt5, FAK, and Gsk3p, shown
in this study to be required in the regulation of basal constriction, all also regulate
microtubules. Recently published data indicates that Wnt5 induces the interaction of
Dishevelled and APC and localization of these proteins to the plus-ends of microtubules
where they interact with FAK and stabilize the microtubules (Matsumoto et al., 2010).
Gsk3p stabilizes microtubules through its inhibition of APC, a plus-end microtubule
binding protein (Zumbrunn et al., 2001). FAK also stabilizes microtubules as a signaling
intermediary between integrins and Rho (Palazzo et al., 2004). Together, these data
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suggest a possible model in which Wnt5, FAK and Gsk3P might regulate basal
constriction in part through stabilizing the microtubule cytoskeleton. EB1 is a plus-end
microtubule binding protein that could be exploited to assay microtubule stability.
Fluorescently tagged constructs of EB1 have previously been used in vertebrate embryos;
this fluorescence corresponds with stabilized MT plus-ends (Rogers et al., 2004;
Tirnauer et al., 2002). So as not to stabilize microtubules by overexpression of EB1, it
should be expressed using the endogenous promoter. Co-injection of EBi-cherry and
GFP-tubulin would allow microtubule dynamics to be compared in wild type embryos
and embryos lacking Wnt5, FAK and Gsk3P function. If signaling through Wnt5, FAK
and Gsk3p stabilizes microtubules, then the plus-ends of the microtubules would be
subject to more frequent catastrophe in the loss-of-function mutants and EB1
fluorescence would be decreased.
Is there a rolefor endocytosis in basal constriction?
Endocytosis is one possible mechanism by which the basal cell surface could be
reduced during basal constriction. In endocytosis, the cell internalizes portions of its
membrane in vesicles (reviewed in (Doherty and McMahon, 2009). The process is
initiated by the formation of a vesicle at the cell surface; the coiled-coil protein dynamin
then pinches off the vesicle (Urrutia et al., 1997). As the vesicle is released, Rab5
mediates its fusion with the early endosome, at which point the vesicle becomes marked
by Eeai (Somsel Rodman and Wandinger-Ness, 2000). These vesicles are then trafficked
into the cell along microtubules (Lee and Harland, 2010).
Dynamin-mediated endocytosis is required for the disassembly of focal adhesions
in a microtubule- and FAK-dependent manner during cell migration in tissue culture
(Ezratty et al., 2005). Microtubule-dependent endocytosis is required for apical
constriction during Xenopus bottle cell formation (Lee and Harland, 2010). A
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preliminary experiment suggests that dynamin may be required for basal constriction at
the MHBC, and I have shown that intact microtubules are required for basal constriction
(see Appendix 1). Taken together, these observations suggest that microtubule-
dependent endocytosis may drive basal constriction. This model could be tested by loss-
of-function analysis of both dynamin and Rab5. Staining for an early endosomal marker
such as Eeai could be used to assay for endocytosis during basal constriction. If
endocytosis is required for the process, then Eeai would be enriched in vesicles at the
basal surface of cells undergoing basal constriction as compared to neighboring cells.
Endocytosis could also be assayed by locally injecting a lipophilic dye that would mark
the basal cell membrane and any vesicles taken up from that surface. Alternatively,
electron microscopy could be used to visualize vesicle internalization (Lee and Harland,
2010). These results could be confirmed by comparison of basally constricting cells in
control embryos as compared to cells that fail to undergo basal constriction in Wnt5 or
FAK loss-of-function embryos.
CONCLUSION
The study described in this thesis is only a small introduction to the field of basal
constriction in epithelial morphogenesis. The experiments described above suggest
possible steps forward in building an understanding of this process in development.
Basal constriction is a critical event in shaping the vertebrate brain; a better
understanding of the mechanisms that drive it are likely to shine light on brain
development, as well as more generally identify previously undescribed mechanisms of
epithelial morphogenesis.
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Appendix 1
The role of microtubules in basal constriction
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Contributions
I completed the experiments and writing for this section section.
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INTRODUCTION
The actin and microtubule cytoskeletons -have been widely implicated in neural
tube morphogenesis (Burnside, 1971; Lee et al., 2007; Suzuki et al., 2010). For example,
actin is specifically recruited to the apical surface of apically constricting neuroepithelial
cells during neural tube closure in Xenopus (Lee et al., 2007) and to the basal surface of
basally constricting cells at the MHBC during its morphogenesis in zebrafish (Gutzman
et al., 2008). Apico-basal microtubule arrays have been associated with cell elongation
during neural tube closure in Xenopus (Burnside, 1971), and microtubules are a well-
established regulator of neurogenesis (Conde and Caceres, 2009; Poulain and Sobel,
2010). We show here that the depolymerization of microtubules just prior to basal
constriction at the MHBC prevents the cell shape change.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Nocodazole treatments
Embryos were treated with 1% DMSO or 1pM nocodazole (M1404, Sigma) dissolved in
DMSO in embryo media. For analysis of cell shape, embryos treated for 1 hour at 30'C
from 19-20 hpf and transferred to fresh embryo media until 24 hpf. To assay for
microtubule depolymerization, embryos were imaged at 20 hpf, immediately after
treatment.
Live imaging of embryos
mRNA injections and live confocal imaging were performed as described (Graeden and
Sive, 2009). Briefly, single cell embryos were micro-injected with membrane-bound GFP
mRNA (memGFP) (kindly provided by Dr. J. B. Green, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Boston, MA) or GFP-tubulin mRNA (kindly provided by Dr. Frank Gertler, MIT)
transcribed with the mMessage mMachine kit (Ambion). The embryos were mounted
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inverted in 0.7% agarose (Sigma) and imaged by fluorescent, laser-scanning confocal
microscopy (Zeiss LSM51o) at 24 hpf.
RESULTS
Given its role in other cell shape changes during development, I hypothesized
that microtubules might be required for basal constriction at the MHBC. Nocodazole is a
well-characterized microtubule-depolymerizing agent (DeBrabander et al., 1975; Jacobs
and Stevens, 1986; Samson et al., 1979; Solomon, 1980). Treatment with the nocodazole
solvent, DMSO, had no effect on basal constriction (Fig. 1A, A'). However, treatment of
embryos with nocodazole specifically from 19-20 hpf prevented basal constriction (Fig.
1B, B'). Injection of GFP-p-tubulin allows microtubules to be imaged in the live embryo.
Microtubules are oriented in apical-basal arrays in cells at the MHB during basal
constriction (Fig. iC). Embryos injected with GFP-tubulin were treated with nocodazole
from 19-20 hpf. This treatment appears to entirely depolymerize the microtubules (Fig.
1D). These results suggest that intact microtubules are required in the embryo at the
onset of basal constriction.
DISCUSSION
There are several possible modes of action by which microtubules could be
required for basal constriction. One interesting hypothesis is that microtubules may be
required for endocytosis-mediated disassembly of focal adhesions, which we have
hypothesized is required for basal constriction at the MHBC. Dynamin is a coiled-coil
protein that pinches off endocytic vesicles (Urrutia et al., 1997). As the vesicle is released,
Rab5 mediates the fusion of the endocytic vesicle with the early endosome at which point
the vesicle becomes bound by Eeai (Somsel Rodman and Wandinger-Ness, 2000). These
vesicles are then trafficked into the cell along microtubules (Apodaca, 2001). Dynamin-
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mediated endocytosis has been shown to be required for the disassembly of focal
adhesions in a microtubule- and FAK-dependent manner during cell migration in tissue
culture (Ezratty et al., 2009; Ezratty et al., 2005). The role of this process in cell shape
change is supported by data showing that microtubule-dependent endocytosis is
required for apical constriction during Xenopus bottle cell formation (Lee and Harland,
2010). One preliminary experiment suggests that dynamin may be required for basal
constriction at the MHBC as well. This hypothesis could be tested by determining if
dynamin and Rab5 are required for basal constriction and by assaying for endocytosis in
the basally constricting cells at the MHBC.
An alternative hypothesis is that microtubules are required for apical expansion
during basal constriction. Golgi-derived membrane traffic is also microtubule-
dependent, suggesting that if biogenesis of membrane were required during apical or
basal expansion, microtubules might well be required. This could be addressed by
assaying for apical expansion at the MHBC after nocodazole treatment. However,
because apical expansion does not occur until nearly four hours after the initiation of
basal constriction and the time window when microtubules are required, this is unlikely
to explain the data described here.
Finally, it is possible that microtubules are required to shorten the cells at the
MHBC prior to basal constriction. Microtubules have not been shown to have an explicit
role in cell shortening, but have been shown to be required for cell elongation during
development of the mouse optic cup (Svoboda and O'Shea, 1987) and lens cell formation
in sunfish (Dearry and Burnside, 1986; Troutt and Burnside, 1988). Thus, if
microtubules were required for cell shortening, and cell shortening were required for
subsequent basal constriction at the MHBC, this would explain their requirement in
basal constriction. This could be tested by measuring cell length at the MHB at 21 hpf in
embryos treated with nocodazole.
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FIGURE LEGEND
Fig. 1 Nocodazole treatment just prior to basal constriction depolymerizes
microtubules and prevents basal constriction
(A - B') Wild type embryos were injected with memGFP mRNA. Three cells at the MHBC
are outlined below. Embryos were treated 19 - 20 hpf and imaged live at 24 hpf by
scanning confocal microscopy. (A, A') Cells at the MHBC undergo basal constriction in
DMSO-treated embryos. (B, B') Cells at the MHBC fail to undergo basal constriction
after treatment with nocodazole. (C - D) Wild type embryos were injected with GFP-p-
tubulin mRNA at the single cell stage, treated 19 - 20 hpf, and imaged immediately after
treatment at 20 hpf. (C) Intact microtubules are oriented apical-basally as indicated by
arrows. Circle highlights a dividing cell with a visible microtubule aster. (D)
Microtubules are completely depolymerized by a one-hour treatment of nocodazole.
Anterior is left. Arrowheads mark the MHBC.
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